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ABSTRACT

Roggow, Aaron, W...BODY-AND-SOUL: EMBODIED PARTICIPATION OF THE
LAITY IN THE DIVINE SERVICE." Master's thesis, Concordia Seminary, 2018. 96 pp.
Since God has created us 88 body-and-soul creatures, it follows that wmship of Him is not
only spiritual but also physical in essence and in practice. The resurrection of Jesus Christ in the
flesh points to the holistic nature of our faith; 88 such, the physicality of our wmship is a fruit of
this faith in an incarnate Lord. The benefits of bodily movement and gesture associated with the
Word in Christian wmship are a vitally important part ofworship that undergirds the spirituality
ofthe wmship. This is demODStrably evident through a review of psychological and social
disciplines, an lllltbropological e:urninatin11 of culturally contextualized bodily movement, the
exploration of ecclesiastical postures and gestures, and a consideration ofthe theology of bodily
movement in worship. The movements of our bodies in wmship not only enable us to further
participate in the Word of God and respond to it but to be formed by it 88 well. RY81Dinatic,n of
the cultural context of Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod wmship within the American cultural
context provides insight into bow its ritual actions have been shaped and can be most
thoughtfully implemented going forward. Within this context, there are movements that are
helpful and beneficial to the formation ofthose present in wmship. Movement in liturgy is not
merely symbolic and useful but integral and formative. In this embodied form ofwmship, we are
able to rest in the presence of our creator as bis creatures - the body-and-soul persons He created
ustobe.
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CIIAPTERONE
THE CREATED BODY

lntrodudlon
In the small town of Arcadia, Michigan, Camp Arcadia rests on the shores of Lake

Michigan and has been a Lutheran destination since 1922. Over those ninety-five yean, Camp
Arcadia has grown to understand that its mission is, ''to provide a setting for Christian families
and individuals to vacation with God, and to foster the renewal ofthe whole person-spirit,

mind, and body-amid the beauty of His creation and in fellowship with other Christians.,,,_
Now, and as it has always been, the life one lives in the culture is demanding. draining. and
dehumanizing. We are stretched thin. We are asked to engage in tasks that dismiss the reality of

our creator.2 Because of this, we yearn for opportunities to return to see God's handiwork in our
creation, in His Word, and in our very lives. The experience at Camp Arcadia is as good as it
so1mds, and one will likely receive renewal of his whole person-spirit, mind, and body-while
vacationing there. It is because we are spirit, mind, and body people that this vacation so1mds
appealing. The popularity ofthis vacation destination reinforces the fact that we are body-andsoul creatures in need of regular renewal, and that our whole lives are lived in relationship to our

1
"Mia!i.an of Camp Arcadia,n Camp Arcadia, acx:eaied March 12, 2018. hl.tps://camparcadia.com/about/mission/.
2
The sciantific community has shown that it is hostile to any aspect of lhcism in the midst of scholarship.
analysis, tesa., or re1earch. The belief that we are created creatures livq becBUSe of God speaking us into
c:xistence is a boumiry that scieru:e regularly ab one to check at the door. However, although there are unlntBble
espec1B oflmman experience, the very feet that we are creatures with an observable reality enables us to test,
memmre, and begin to understand the bodim that God has given to us. The employment of IIIICh me1ric11 in our
undem1aruling of our Gcc4P,ven bodim and how they can be uied to glorify Him will be further developed
throughout 1his thesis.
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creator. As embodied people, and not simply1biuking ruachines, we, in body, mind, and spirit,
live out our creatureliness as we work, play, and wonbip. As body-and-soul people, we tum our
attention specifically to what it means to worship, not simply spiritually, but also physically.
It is common for the majority of Christimity that the body of Christ gathen in a weekly

ritual action. Since the time that the early church s1ar1ed coming together regularly on Sundays,
this gathering of the church has been shaped, formed, and created to reflect the 1ruth that the

gathering professes. Primarily and foundationally for this commuuity, this truth is that Jesus
Christ is risen from the dead. Every word, every movement, every posture, every ritual action

that tabs place in this assembly exists to proclaim that singular 1ruth.3 The church, the body of
Christ, has gathered Sunday after Sunday ever since first proclaiming this truth, and from this
proclamation ritual action is born. Readings from scripture, statements of belief: song, teaching.
sacramental celebration, fellowship, and rite have all been developed by this assembly to hear
and to proclaim once again that Jesus Christ is risen from the dead. In the resurrection of Jesm,
the church receives its birth: Stmday after Sunday Christ's church has continued to celebrate this
reality in many and various forms.
These many and various forms, developed by Christian communities over the past 2000
years, continue to convey meaning. This is true in the ways that the clergy lead a worship
service, and it is also true in the way that the assembled congregation comes together and
worships alongside and in fellowship with one another. Every ritual word and action possesses,

3
The tmms ritlllll action and ritlllll will be used 1hroughoutthis paper to describe the incorporation of
movement in worship. The ward ritual can be nmowly defined as "!he wmls in 1he Divine Service": see Paul H. D.
Lang. C•,smony and C•J.bratia, (St. Louis: Cam:ardia, 1965). 8. In this thesis, wlBt Lang calls ritual will be
n,fmred to as rit&. The tmms ritual and ritlllll action will be 1111ed to express 1he use of bodily movements in
cannecti.an with the wcrcls of the Divina Service. Synonyms far ritlllll action in this thesis an, onbodi•d ritual, ritlllll
practicu, litwgical c.,smoniu, and •mboad c.,..,,,_;u,
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conveys, md instills meming. However, this melllling does not form in a vacuum. It always
arises within md from a cultural context-the life ofthe church as derived from both internal
and external forces. This culture determines which ritual actions grow md develop, and which

ritual actions are left out or forgotten.4

Particularly in The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod (LCMS), the use of liturgical rites'
are core md cen1ral to i1B culture. Historically, these rites are generally held in common from
congregation to congregation, and the church body's culture is comfortable with the spoken word
and lmguage ofthe rite, while being selective about the ritual actions that she adapts to be used

alongside that rite. In the past, the spoken, sung, and preached word, litmies, professions of faith,
prayers, md sacramental rites have formed the worship of an LCMS congregation. There is a

need to incorporate ritual actions• that more fully express the theology md faith of the Christians
that gather in worship. While cummt rites seems to lack rich bodily engagement, there are

individual md corporate movements, postures, and gestures that can be incorporated into a
Christian's worship that allow both the individual and the corporate gathering to express
common meming behind the liturgical rites that exist in the form of liturgical worship known as
the divine service.7 A number of factors have caused worship to be presented as a solely spiritual

4
In addition to a congregation's cultural contm, than, arc odw factors that impact a worshiping body's
incorporation of ritual. Ritual action incmporated in 1he wcnhi.p life of God's people in the Bible may be
purposefully emulated. The hierarchy, structure, or individual leadriip of a congregation may influence ritual
practices as well

' In this thesis, litvrgical rim is defined as 1he order or setting of the wcnhip service. Themas Winger,
'l'Mology ofWorship, (UnpublishedEuay), 13.
1 A further exploration oftbcsc ritual actions is praicmtcd in cbeptcr thn,c, of this thesis. Biblical C1X11111plcs,
historical pn,ccdmt, and cultural context all influcncc the development ofritual action.
7 For 1he focus of this paper, the term "divine service" is employed to nmrow 1he acopc of1he amlysis of the
paper to a specific set of actiom conncctcd 1D li111rgical clements. The "divine 11CIVice" llhould be understood as 1he
"liturgical service of God," or "the WelltmnMass Ordo." Multiple settings ofthis ordo arc fomd in the LMIMran
S,rvic. Book. The setting known as "Divine Service, S,tting On," will serve as the 0l&line for examining the
WelltmnMass Ordo. Herein, the setting contains the "Invocation, Caucssion and Absolution, the Introit ofthe Day,
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act. Thus, the movement, posture, and gesture ofthe laity bas been downplayed and
underutilized in the wonhip life ofthe average I.CMS congregation.• h is therefore the intent of
this paper to present an argument for the use of contextualized movement by membCIB ofthe

gathered assembly in the divine service.

Since God bas created us as body-and-soul creatures, it follows that wonhip of Him is not
only spiritual but also physical in e11BC11Ce and in practice. The resurrection of Jesus Christ in the
flesh points to the holistic nature of our faith; as BUCh, the physicality of our worship is a fruit of
this faith in an incarnate Lord. In this thesis, I will 888ess the benefits ofbodily movement and

gesture associated with the Word in Christian wonhip and the faith formation that results from it.
Through an mthropological eqmmat;ion of culturally contextualized bodily movement, the

exploration ofthe ecclesiastical history ofbodily movement in wonhip, and gestures interpreted

the Kylie Bleilan, the Gloria inBxi:elsisor This Is du, Feut, the Salutati.cnand Collec:tofthe Day, the First
lulading. the Gradml, the Second Reading The Alleluia and Verse, the Gospel leaan, the Holy Gospel, the Smnon,
the Niccme Cn,ed, du, Prayer ofdu, Clnm:h, the Offertmy, 1he Preface and Proper Preface, the Sanctus, the Prayer of
Thanbgiving, The Lord's Prayer, the Words of Our Lord, the Pax Damini, the Agnus Dei, the Distribution, the
Dismissal, the Post Communion Canticle, the Pmt-Communion Collect, and the Bmlldicticn" The Commissicn on
WOl'llbip of The Lutha-an Clnm:h-Misaouri Synod, LIIIJwran S•l"liu Boot(St Louis: Cmcordia, 2006), 151~.
1 Lack of motion, especially in adults, is not restricted to worship. Alice Yardley is estulll in noting, • As
adul111 we hive leam,d 1D move with cu minds and cm tanguea, and bodily movement as a means of expressicn is
half-faraottm-" Alice Yardley, SmruandS.wivity (New York: Citation, 1973), 90. While the IIOOpC of this thesis
is not u wide rc:achq as Yardley's statement, her observation is quite astute, and gets at some of t h e ~ that this
thesis paper will addnm. While not relCllrChcd and doc:umattcd, anecdotal. observations of worshiping LCMS
congregations may allow the observer to conclude that physical movement is minimally incorporated in the Divine
Service. Lang agrees that this has happened in Protestant and Lutheran worship, "and Lutherans have minimized the
11811 of bodily and non-vmbal. signs and symbols in their worship services at the expeme of achieving most
effectively the edifying ofthe body of Olrist." Lang. C•,-ony and C•Wration, ~ - The polllible ImllOllS
behind the minimal incarporation ofmovement are many: 1) For Lutlunns, du, Book of Concord mgues that
outward eclions are not what God loob for. For ellll.lllple, see F. Bene and W. H.T. Dau eds, "The Augsburg
Confession IV: Of Justification," in Concordia Triglotta: Di• SymboliacMn .BllcMr JJ.r E~liach-LIIIMri&c:Mn
Kira.., JJ.llbch-Lamnisch-Engluh (St Louis: Concordia, 1921), 45. Jmt.ead, He loob at faith and the frui111 of
faith. Therefcn,, Lutherans hive often tended to avoid sugcsting outward behaviors for fear of legalism or wom
rightcousnms. 2) The church growth movement asked wcrship leaders to eliminate eclions that are not commcn in
the aecular wcrld, implorq the church to provide m entertainment pattern ofworship for du, sab of aeebn. 3)
American society liflll up du, individual.. Tha-efore, no one should 1ry to make one do sometliq that does not fit
their personality or prefmence, so lllokq for confannity in a group is off-putting. 4) Americans have slid inlD the
gcnmal Americm Pietist reluctance to embrace gestures and postures thlt appear to be too "Romm Catholic." 5)
Histarically, The Lulrunn Clmrch-----Missouri Synod has been a very cerebral denomination, and his therefore
downplayed du, physical and elevated the spiritual in wOl'llbip.
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through the theological-liturgical context ofworship, I will demonstrate that physicality is a

vitally important part of worship that 1D1dergirds the spirituality ofthat worship. While the
culturally-specific movem.enta of a particular worshiping body are not obligatory, movement of
one's physical body is an integral and helpful part ofthe worship life ofthe Christian
community. Through my analysis of anthropology, histmy, and theology ofworship, coupled
with an exploration ofthe variety of culturally practiced physical gestures by which one may
engage the Divine Service, I aim to prove that it is beneficial for a commmiity of believers to

receive God's gifts of word and sacrament in body, mind, and spirit, and then respond with
gestures and postures that return praise and thanks to Him in worship.
This thesis will create a justification for an em.bodied engagement with the Divine Service

by creating a framework using multiple perspectives. I will engage John Milbank and James
K.A Smith's anthropology in order to analyze bodily movement in the spheres of psychology,
social theory, and proprioception. I will engage the cu1turally cootextual CJWDinatino. of LCMS
worship within the American cultural context as a means through which its ritual actions have
been shaped I will convey a Lutheran theology ofworship based upon the work of Timothy

Maschke and Vilmos Vajta as their work is grounded in the writings of Martin Luther and the
Lutheran Confessions. Finally, I will engage the Christian traditions ofthe assembly's ritual
bodily movement ranging from descriptions found in scripture to the actions described by
authors such as Frank C. Senn, John K. Leonard, and Nathan D. Mitchell. Research in bodily,

antbropological and social sciences that can be read through a cultural. framework will show that
bodily movement is a fundamental aspect of the life of the Christian worshiper in the Divine
Service.

5

Bow We Arrived Here

Rene Descartes published his Discours de la methode in 1637. This major work solidified
an era of thought, which stemmed fiom. the foundational philosophical principle and well-known
axiom, "I think, therefore I am."' While Descartes' intent was to provide a proof for the
existence of God and of the rationality of the soul, hill tbinkmg presented a framework of
philosophy that bas developed to convey the general image of a human person as a thinking and
perceiving rational soul. This bas engendered a high view of scb.olanhip, teaching. logical
conception, and rationalism.. In the midst of these pursuits, the unintended consequence of
Descartes' thought is 11 dirninisbrnent ofthe human person to a cognition machine whose other
accidents are only employed to further the existence ofthis cognition machine. At a base
understanding of Descartes' philosophy, one's body is understood as simply the hOUBing for an
individual'1 cognitive processing. With this Cartesian philosophy permeating our cultural
thinking for hundreds ofyean, it is no wonder that we find ourselves in a time that bas a
dismissive view ofthe body when it comes to engaging in corporate worship.10

A Better AntbropdOKY
A step past this line ofthinking allows for a better anthropology. Frank Senn notes in his
work, Embodied Liturgy, that a new philosophy of phenomenology bas been taught by Edmund
HU111erl and later Maurice Merleau-Ponty. 11 This thinkmg t4'acbes that the body is fundamental to

'Rmi6 Descarte, Di8couru on M•thod, lrans. Laurence 1. Lafleur (New Yark: Liberal Arts, 1950). 21.
10 Far a

further discussionofDesc:aru,'s influence on Western end religious thought, see David Taravell,

umng &

Sacrwd: Riblal, M«J.mity, andLitlD"gicallafonn (Landm: T&T Clmk, 2000). esp. 72--82; Collecm. M
Griffith, "Spirinality end the Body,w in Boas ofWonhip: &ploratiOll8 in TMory andPractiu, ed. Bruce T.
Mmrill (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical, 1999). 73-75; James K. A Smith, Duiring & Kingdom: Wonhip,
Worldmw, andCultrirrllFom,atjon, (GrendRapids: Bam-, 2009). 41-43.
11 Frank Senn, Embodi•dLitiugy: Lu&omin ChrimanRitual (Mimmpolis:

6

Fortress, 2016). 5-6.

all experience, and the self is the body. While Husserl would state, "I have a body,"12 MerleauPonty would say, ''I am a body.''ll And so Senn says that, ''By moving my body, I cause the

world to exist for me. Therefore, the body is mon, than a collection ofphysical systems; it is how
I express myself and communicate with others .... Gone here is the Cartesian separation of

mind and body. There is oo difference between mind and body, the mind is part of the body.''14
This provides the basis for my thesis. At the essence of our humanity, we are body-and-soul

people. That is both who and what we have been created to be. Any attempt to act contrary to
this 1ruth is dehumanizing.

Also providing a corrective to Descartes, Jam.es K.A Smith writes about the importance of
reclaiming the identity of a human person as an embodied creature with our identity stemming
from our embodiment, and not from our cognition.15 He Ill8bs the case that the dominant
antbropology of our day defines persons just as Descartes defines them, as thiola,rs, and leads us
to a ''sense of fimctional disembodiment.HM The result, he says, is that ''because the church buys
into a cognitivist anthropology, it adopts a stunted pedagogy that is fixated on the mind.''17

The altemative, for Smith, is to deime this embodied creature as a lover, a definition that
accounts for the entirety of human identity. Our kardia, our heart, or even more basely, our gut,
show that we are "affective, embodied creatures who make our way in the world more by feeling

12 See Edmund HWlll!l"I, Karl Sclwhmmm, and Mady Biemel, ldnn a ,wr m,wn Phllnommologi• 1111d
plu1no,nfflologucMnPhiltJ&oplu (Dem.Haag: M Nijhofl: 1952). 94.
13

See Maurice Mm-leau-Ponty, Phlnolunologi• dr la ,,-,wptton (Paris: Gal.limard, 1945). 90.

14

Senn, Embodi•dLiuqy, S-6.

15 Smith, l)ujring

1M King-. esp. 72-82.

11 "(Thlt is, 1m, person as thinking thing is only contingm:dly related to a

Kingdom, 42.
17 Smith, l)ujring 1M Kingdom,

43.
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body)." Smith, l)ujring 1M

our way arouod it" than simply by thinking, 11nd show that we are "embodied agents of desire or
love. ''Ill We are not dualistic people, we are holistic people, and the practices of our bodies,
known as habits and rituals, end up taming and 1raining our kardia toward certain desires. Ill
''Over time, rituals and practices-often in tandem with aesthetic phenomena like pictures and

stories-model and shape our precognitive disposition to the world by training our desires. It's
as if our appendages fimction as a conduit to our adaptive 1D1conscious: the motions and rhythms
of embodied routines train our minds and hearts so that we develop habita------sort of attitudinal
reflexes-that mab us tend to act in certain ways toward certain ends.''211 Smith's presented
ambropology is nothing new. It is simply a corrective and a return to what exists in our
fo1D1dational nature as creatures formed by our creator (e.g. Gen. 1:27; Ps. 89:47; Col. 1:16,
3:1O; Rev. 4: 11).21 Biblically, the importance of our bodies begins in creation. God formed
Adam's body out ofthe dust ofthe ground, and He breathed into him the breath oflife. 22 Adam
18
Smith goes an t.o stall! tmt. "We might •Y that in our everyday, mundane being-in-the-world, we don't
lead with our mad, 10 t.o speak; we lead with our hmrt and hmds." Smith, Duiring 1M Kingtbn, 47.

Ill

Smith, Duirlng 1M Kingdom, 57-58.

SmithDuirlng 1M Kingdom, 59. Smith's understanding is that following Cl1rist is molt fail:hfully daJC
with a focus on love - loving Cl1rist and loving our neighbor as ounelves. This is 1eamcd and embodied 1hrough the
participation and ritllll actions of worship; "we are made t.o be such people by our immersion in the material
practices of CJiristian worship - through affective impact, over time, of sights and smell in water and wine." He
refem t.o litlqy as a "hear1B and minds sttategy" that 1mins our hauts and forms us t.o be a people that love in anler
t.o proclaim the kingdom of God Smith, Duiring 1M Kingtbn, 32--33. The third chapter of this thesis will present
the places whm'e this can be eJBCted within the divine smvice.
:111

21
Theodor Filtmut has written about this same desire fir a return t.o a holistic expression of our body-611dsoul creaturelirum: "The men of the middle ages still had it They were still capable of seeq and creating symbols;
for these men were still living within the lively a:iity of spirit and body, of individual and community, of man and
the world. By CCIIIJBst, modan times have lost this unity, this tmJsion. The result has been the separation into the
two extremes of a dmlistic or a mcnist:ic intmprelatian of axistlmce. The piety of the faithful has been profoundly
influenced by this developmett, 10 that they' have lost a livq relationabip to what is genuinely liturgical. ... Man
once again desires the unity of spirit and body; he is tired of his isolated, individualistic axistcnce, and pn,SBes
violently an towards community and to an objective grasp ofthings. ... This means mire thanjust a knowledge of
lituigical mattms: it comprises a fmmaticn of the whole man, of his mind and his body." Theockr Filthaut, trans.
Ronald Walls, uaming to Worship (Westminster, MD: Newman, 1965). 35-36.
22 The physical fmmatian of Adam is foundational for Roland H. A Seboldt wams tmt "An attitude that
depreciates man's physical nature ignon,s the 'fearful and wondmful' n,ality of all that 'dust of the earth' includes;
and fmgets tmt the very breath of God treathed into man's nostrils results in the combinaticn 'man, a living soul.• It

8

is a creature whose body is uniquely and intimately shaped and formed by God:n Later on in the
incarnation (John 1:14), the second Adam, Jesus, is born ofa wornan.:14 He is at the same time

both fully God and fully man, and as a man is consubstantial. with the rest of humanity by
assuming human flesh and blood.25 His bodily death and resurrection is vital to the 1rutb.
proclaimed by the apostles that our bodies will be reunited with our souls in the resurrection of
the dead and the life ofthe world to come. Our bodies are important in this life and the next,
because we have been created by God as body-and-soul human creatures.•
Therefore, as body-and-soul people, God created us to be people who do not only think
about our faith, or attain a rational understanding of it, but instead we are created to be people
who live out the faith-worked into our hearts by the Holy Spirit-through our bodily actions.
And these bodily actions themselves help to continue to form. and shape our faith and 1rust in the
words of God that are spoken to us as we read, bear, learn, and embody those words. rr

was this man thlt was trum able to walk with God, to adcre and thmk and si-k, to smve the nmghbar in love, and,
sadly, to eat the fruit of death and yet at la.at by God's grace to confess and live again." He concludes thlt OID'
n,lationships with God and OID' nmghbar reflect n,ality and thlt in wcnhip OID' "total cn,atun,hood" is involved.
RolandH. A Seboldt, ed., TM Child in Chrutian Worship, Sixteenth Yembook(RiverFon:llt, IL: Luthman

Education Association, 1959), 20.
:n Gen. 2:7. Martin Luther develops 1his in his explanation to the Finn Article of the Apostles' Creed, '1
believe thlt God has made me and all creatun:s; thlt He has given me my body and soul, eyes, ears, and all my
limbs, my nuon, and all my - s ." Bente and Dau, "The Small Catechism II: The Creed," in Concorma Triglotta,
543.
J4 Michael Waldstein in his introduction to Jolm Paul II's Man and Woman H, er.at.d Thai, speaks of
Descartes' worlc as an "attack an the body," and then S1DDmarizes what Jolm Paul II has to say about Cartesian
thought. "Put negatively, Jolm Paul II's response to Descartes is, "The body can never be reduced to men, matter."
Put positively, the respanse is, "The richmt IOID'Ce ofknowledge of the body is the Ward made flesh." Michael
Waldstein, introduction to Man and WOfflllllH• c,.ar.d'I'ha,: .A. Tlwology oflh, Body, by JolmPaul II (Boston:
Pauline, 2006). 95-96.

25
See Heb. 2:14. Fraru:is Pieper does well in explaining Jesm' human nature, and the particularities ofthat
lllltlre in Francis Pieper, Christian Dogmatia (Saint Louis, MO: Concordia, 1951), 2:65--85.

• Our bodies are impartml1 in God's plan far n,lationship with his cn:atlns. "The body, in fact, and only the
body, is capable of making visible wlBt is invisible: the spiritml and the divinD. It has been created to transfer into
the visible n:ality of the world the mystery hiddm. from e1mnity in God, and thus to be a sign of it." Jolm Paul II,
Man and Woman. 203.
r, Through the divine service, we an, able to hear once again what Jesus has done far us.
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Additionally,

The Way our Bodies Work
John Milbank's often quoted line from Theology & Social Theory: Beyond Secular Rsason,
''Once, there was no 'secular,,,,. begs ODC to look at what is currently deemed ''secular" with
eyes that seek to see divine wmk in all things. In what is now seen as ''secular" science today,
the material is what matters and the divine is dismissed.» Scientific research and study focus on
empirical evidence to support, prove, or disprove hypotheses. If ODC wantB to study the body, one
can look to the ''secular" sciences to learn more. However, if one wantB to study the soul, one is
relegated to an area outside of science. However, this was not always the case, and Milbank
presents a corrective to modernity's push foe secularization. If ODC observes the scientific study
ofthe human body in the past few decades while presupposing that the body is more than just a
body-that it is a body-and-soul UDit---tb.en one can begin to understand why our bodies are
integral to both our personhood and our worship as God's creatures.

Empirical study of the body has always been generally accepted However, its application

in analyzing thought processes-learning theory, social theory, cognition, behavior-bas been
neglected uot:il recent years when social sciences began working to reclaim the body from
Cartesian influences. Chris Shilling writes about this history in The Body and Social Theory:
'The body' became one ofthe most unstable, contested concepts in the social
sciences, its analysis constituting an intellec:tual battleground over which the
through movement and gesture, we act out what that 1ruth is in a way that reinforces the wards we speak, and the
gifts we receive that are for us, body-411ld-aoul. In a lllat.ement that alllO can relate to the way we wamhip, Smith
mnarb, "Bdumtian is mt primarily a hmdy project Clllll:aOled with providq information; ralhm-, education is
most fimdamen1ally a matlm offonnation, a task of sm~ and creating a cer1ain kind of peopl,c, . ... An eduad:i.on,
then, is a constellation ofpractices, rituala, and routinm that inculcates a particular veraian of the good life by
inscribing or infuaing that vision imD the hairt (lhe gut) by means of material, embodied practices." Smith, IA.Jiring
,,,. Kingtbn, 26.
21 JolmMilbank, TMologyandSocial '11Mo,y: B9(NIIIS«rllarlulJ80II (Oxford: Blackwell, 1990). 9. Simon
Oliver his alllO highlighted 1he importance ofthis opening !iru, as a springboard for the theological sensibility of
Radical Orthoclaxy. Simon Oliver, "'Inlrodw:ing Radical Orthodoxy: From Participation to Late Modemity," in TM
Radical Orthodory luad,r, ed. Jolm Milbank and Simon Oliver (New YOlk: Routledge, 2009). 4.
:1111

See Milbank, TMology and Social TMory, 9-26.
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respective claims of post-structuralism and post-modernism, phenomenology,
feminism, sociology, cultural studies and emerging theories fought. Tied to
competing agendas, the body appeared to have become a metaphor through which
particular concerns could be pursued: being all things to all people, there was no
agreement about how it should be conceptualized. h was not simply that the body
was viewed :from contrasting perspectives, but that these perspectives were tied to
mutually excblaive theories predicated upon opposed ontological and epistemological
views about what the body was and how it could be known. Tied to these agendas,
moreover, issues regarding the physical materiality of the body were not only
subordinated to them, but often disappeared.... This fading of the body is chronic
within writings that conceptualize human physicality exclusively as a location on
which s1ructure, cultures or relationships 'imprint' themselves, 'inscribe' their effects,
or 'hail' subjects in trmsmitting their existence to each new generation. Of coune, if
the body is 'always ready' invested with and s1ructured by discourses transmitted by
society, an argument that remains a norm in body theory, it is perl"ectly legitimate to
focus on these extra-corporal factoni.... [If] we wish to understand how the body
can be an active re-creator (a reproductive recreator or a transform.ative creator anew)
of 'social forms', as well as a location for their transmission, I would reiterate the
argument I made in the tint edition of this book. In order to overcome the problem of
the absent presence ofthe living body in social thought we need to conceptualize
embodied subjects as simultaneously social and biological phenomenon possessed of
emergent properties and capacities that are both shaped by but irreducible to
contemporary social relations and s1ructures. To rob the body ofits own history and
characteristics, in contrast, is to neglect how our em.bodied being enables us to
remake ourselves by remaking the world aro1D1d us.30
The body, says Shilling. bas been a contested concept for some time. Scientists, theorists and
social activists have been unable to agree on how to categorize or define it The body bas been so
highly contested that any discussions concerning the body's materiality were completely
dismissed in the pursuit of other agendas. Therefore, Shilling desires to reclaim the embodiment
ofthe human person and show that the body is not just a passive vessel but also an active player
in its existence and development To deny the importam:e and the activity ofthe body downplays
its very role in self and creates missed opportunities for developing, learning, and loving. An

examination ofthe inner being. then, is hollow without a study of the inextricable outer bodily
existence.

30

Cltria Shilling, TM Body and Social TMory, 3rded. (Los Angeles, SAGE, 2012), 214-15.
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Psychology and Sociology
In psychological research, much has been studied concerning how our actions, movement,31

and behaviors influence the way people internalize information. As body-and-soul persons, we

are ontologically created to experience the world This then affects the way that we internalize
information, continue in a learned behavior, and are formed as followers of Jesus. By looking at
these scientific findings, we can get a glimpse of what God intended when He created us and
begin to imagine how we can iDteot:ionally use our bodies in worship to enhance our engagement
with His Word

Cognition: Imitation & Leaming

According to J. Barnard Gilmore, understanding imitation themy, the act of learning
through imitation or modeling. can be truly complex.32 To simplify the themy, he puts forth a

31
In past yeam, this idea ofmotion can be brobm. down into further categorim that help to designate the
degree of movement, and the type ofmovement beq exmcised. When understood holistically, du,1111 movements
are integral to all of our perception. "In mga.nized pettems ofmotion, we recognize three movement componenlll:
postural, tmnspart, and manipulative movements. These companenb can be defined operatiomlly, by analy~ the
movements ofthe body in specific imgrated motion paUlrna. .. . The postiral movements of the body are in
gc:nera1 the "llugc" movements, which regulate body position in relation to the force of gravity and acce1cration. .. .
Transport movements move members of the body, including :receptors, e.g., du, eyes. through fluid space. eitbar air
or liquid. Transport movements are inlrinsically organized. mainly acconling to du, bilatmal symmetry ofthe body,
with right and left members movq tcgether oc in opposition. These movements can be ccninuomly ccnrolled,
highly pn,cise movemem, BS observed in vilual. tracking or mBllUBl Iteming. or they can be free-thrown, dilcreb,
movements, BS in walking. throwing, or moving the eyes Cram point to point in reading. These movements are
integrated with postiral movements, which support and direct them and canlrol their magnitude. Transport
movements and the finer manipulative movements are also intm:n:lan:d, because manipu1ation depends upon the
proper posit:ionq ofthe member. For c:xemple, before an object can be grasped by the fingen, a tmvel movement
of the arm must~ the hand to the object The third space-mganm,d movement component is fme manipulation
of the lmminal members ofthe body or the receptor systems ofdu, head Here we include eye movemenls; manual
manipulation; tongue.jaw, and lip movements and movements ofdu, feet incanlact with the substrate. Manipulative
movements are conttolled according to the characteristics of hard space, ie., the dimensions and positi.cn of objec:13.
. . . It is our belief tlllt motion and perception are inseparably related. The development of perceiticn in 1he child u
the development ofmotion, and the cnly valid undemanding ofperception at any level is in terms ofthe movements
tlllt define it." Karl U. Smith and William M Smith, P•rct1ption andMotion: AnAna.{y.li.f ofSpac. Stnu:ti,nd
&havior(Philadelphia: Saunders, 1962). 6--7. However, even more thin our perception is being looked athere, and
a further analysis ofmovements will provide further mq,lanation of how our bodies and minds are imgrally linbd
32
See J. Barnard Gilmore, "Toward an Understanding oflmi1B1ion in Social Facilita1icn and Imitative
Behavior," in Social Facilitation and lmitatiwl Behavior, ed Bdwm-d C. Simmel, Ronald A Hoppe and G.
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worthwhile summary on the acquisition of imitative action:
A theory about imitative acquisition of novel responses takes the position that
learning occurs in one trial, and contiguity alone is sufficient to produce it. Such is
the position taken by Sheffield (1961).1.1 Sheffield holds that upon observing any
model, a subject automatically acquires perceptual and symbolic responses, which
possess all the cue properties necessary for many later acts of imitation.34
This is especially helpful in incorporating gesture into the Divine Service. By simply observing a
new ritual action, a worshiping community can quickly adapt and imitate the action.
Additionally, when gestures or movements are already present in a congregation, a new member

to that community can easily learn the action and become connected to its ritual. While further
instruction about the movement should not be neglected, the point that Gilmore and Sheffield are
simply making is that an individual is prone to effortlessly acquire imitative action.
In Gilmore's discussion, he also sets forth nine different types of imitative behavior. 35 The
final type that he presents is an imitative behavior that seeks information, so that the ''reward for

the imitation is in1rinsic to the imitative act itself and reflects the acquisition of some
understanding. comprehension, or gain in information.,,. This is often the type of imitative
behavior that we are talking about in Christian worship. However, we are not only looking to
imitate the action of the gathered body ofbelievers in worship in order to gain understanding. but
rather to gain identity as a believer in Christ and a participant in Christian worship. The imitated
action incorporates us into the habitus of the congregation and forms an embodiment of faith. A

Alexander Mil1ml (BOlltan: Allyn and Bacon, 1968), 217-38.
D Gilmore is rmrencing F.D Sheflie1d, "Theomical. Considerations in the Leaming of Complex Sequential.
Tub from Demonstmtian and Pnictice,n in Studmtlwpo,m in Progra,,aMd ln&tnlction: A Sy,npoaiJan, ed. A A
LlDDsdaine (Washingtm DC:"Natioml Al:admay of Scieru:e&-Natioml Research Council, 1961), 13-32.
34 Gilmore, "Towm-d an Understanding,n

222

35

Gilmore, "Toward an Understanding,n 222-27.

31

Gilmore, "Towm-d an Understanding,n 229.
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member of a oongregation may bow his head in worship along with the assembly to participate in
the communal prayer ofthe church. This in tum allows him to reflect not only on the imitated
action, but on the nature of prayer i1Belf. One can apply Gilmore's premise to oonclude that
imitation is not simply about classical conditioning. but is instead a me811.B to engage bodily in
the very act that would further one's connection to worship in the divine service and faith in
JesUB Christ.

Developmental Psychology: Repetltlcn & lntermllzatlcn

Developmental Psychology helps UB to know that repeated action aBBists in formation.
Occasionally, these repeated actions are referred to as habi1B. While the term ''habi1B" may get a
bad reputation and are sometimes personally destructive, most of our habi1B are simply part of
our daily routines.n These are either consciOUB or 1mconscioUB learned behaviors that help UB to
both internalize the meaning behind our motions and regularly participate in the tasks we hope to

perform every day. The incorporation ofhahi1B into our lives can also be referred to as
internalization. "Concepts of internalization which are constructed on a base of representational
and evaluative capacities rest very heavily on the extraordinary ability of human beings to

acquire cognitive structures with which they can proCCBB information about their behavior and
their environment.,,. The amazing work of our Creator has given UB the ability to UBe our bodies

to not just learn about the world around UB, but to be formed by that information as we interact
with his world. This can be wonderful but alao dangeroUB if harmful habi1B are internalized

n The aversion can be described this way, "Mast ofus are reluctan11D dellCribe ounelves by our habits. We
lib better 1D talk about our intentions and beliefs." Banaro W. Overslreet, How to Think about Ournlvu (New
Yark: limper & Brothers, 1948). 71. Smith allO disc:usaes how practices fmm hlbils, especially thick habits, which
are "identity-significant." Smith, Duiring dN Kingtbn, 80-85.
31 Justin Armfreed, Conduct tllld Comci-: TM Socialization qflnt.maliztld Control owr BMIIVior (New
Yark: Academic, 1968). 16.
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Themfore, we need to be careful that our senses process that which is excellent and praiseworthy
(Phil. 4:8). By engaging with an environment that will positively focus us on God, we are buih

up as his people. By engaging in behavior that is God-pleasing. we are worlcing in step with His
kingdom. By moving our bodies in worship in relation to the 1ruth, God is teaching in and though
His word, we are acquiring cognitive structures with which we can process the meaning ofthe

movements that we make and the words associated with those actiODS.
The formation of habit has been studied at length in children, assessing how they receive
and intemalize information through physical practice. Aroofreed gives some thoughts on what
this looks like:

A substamial part ofthe positive value that social reinforcers acquire for a child may
also be established by their intermittent relationship to other kinds of pleasurable
events which are not selectively contingent on the child's specific overt acts. To the
extent that these acquired reinforcers are not established on the basis oftheir value as
signals of the child's ins1rumental control over other reinforcing events, they would
tend to retain more easily their subsequent value as independent reinforcing outcomes
ofthe child's overt behavior. Of course, any loss oftheir acquired value would also
be replenished, from time to time, by their further association with other stimuli
whose positive value bad not been attenuated•
For children----and adults-the positive value that social reinforcers secure come from the good
news of Jesus Christ It is in relationship to him that we "live and move and have our being"
(AclB 17:28); belonging to Jesus Christ we "live by the Spirit" and ''bep in step with the Spirit"
(Gal. 5: 16--26.) The value in these developed actiODS is furthered by continual use of motions,

which continues to reinforce the point of the gesture, which is to connect one to Christ and
embody the reception ofhis gifts. Aroofreed goes on to say:
A child's conduct may be externally maintained in still another way when it is
governed by the child's empathetic or vicarious response to its observable
consequences for others, rather than by its directly positive or aversive cODSequences
311 Arcmfreed,

Conduct and consc;.nc., 26.
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forthe child. Of course, the e:lfectiveneBS oftbis kind of external support of conduct
already implies a certain degree of internalization in another and more extended sense
ofthe concept . .. the sense in which some cognitive representation must necessarily
have been imposed on the immediate concrete properties of social stimulus events.411
Here we see the impact of using bodily gesture in worship cnrmmmalJy In children, it has been
observed that many habits are not continued because of positive or negative consequences, but
simply for the benefit of others. As a ''body of Christ" (1 Cor. 12:12-31) worshiping together,
we do so in unity with one another and with intentionality. There is a "cognitive representation"
behind the motions of the assembly. While initially the child may not 1DJ.derstand why certain
motions are attached to significant portions of the service, over time, she will be taught why the
congregation worships and moves in this way, and therefore further internalize the actiODS and
meaning associated with God's Word.
Aronfreed additionally writes about the power that repeated habits have on us: '7he power
of external stimulus over internalized conduct can also be seen in the appropriate discriminations
which children learn to make. There are very few acts which are always 1reated in the same way
by socializing agents, without regard to the situational context in which they occur. "41 The
external context ofthe Divine Service elicits action oftbe worshiper. Over time, children, and
adulta, discover that their embodying of certain gestures continues to form them in their faith and
practice as a Christian. As one begins worship, routinely making the sign of the cross during the
Invocation allows one to remember her baptism and acknowledge the Triune God that she has
come to worship.

411 Arcmfreed,

Conduct and comc;.nc., 29.

Arcmfreed, Conduct and comc;.nc., 32. Aronfreed diacullles how this is true of egressive behavior,
which is acceptable in Cllle cantm, but umcceptable in llllOthm-. However, this thought can also be applied 1D
intamlized behavior in worship t!Bt is cantextmJ. by nature. A furtlu:r discussian an canm!wil wonihip js rehearsed
below.
41
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Paycholo1Y of BeHef: Attltade & Behavior
What we believe, and the attitwfeG that reflects those beliefs, will consequently shape our

actions. Conversely, those actions, when practiced, will reinforce beliefs. "The attitude has
cognitive and affective properties by virtue of the fact that the several beliefs comprising it have
cognitive and affective properties that interact and reinforce one another," says Mihon
Rokeach. a Movement, used in worship, as it displays our attitude, both embodies what we
believe and works to form us into deeper belief
Beliefs, values, and behavior all work together according to Karl E. Sheibe, in Beliefs and

Values. 44 Through the eqmjnafion of multiple psychological theories, he summarizes two
conclusions. The first is that people are both knowing and wanting creatures:" Sheibe points out
that we cannot forget that the desires of hearts, which appear to be the primary drivers of our

creatureliness, are 1DJ.derstood in light of our brain's work to think, umterstand, know, and
comprehend His umterstanding that our bodies and our cognition work in tandem offers a
helpful 1111Bessment ofthe importance of body-and-soul cooperation.
The second psychological conclusion that Sheibe draws out is that combining beliefs and
values with enviromnental inputs determines behavior. Here Smith would disagree with Schiebe:
"our atttmement and behavior is ... profoundly shaped by bodily practices. ' 1141 However, we have

G Milton Rok.cech defines an attitude as "a relatively enduring Oipllimtim of beliefs around an object or
situation predisposing one to respond in some prcfcrc:ntial manner." MiltonR.cm,ach, B,li,fs, Attillld,11, and Values:
A Th,o,y ofOrganization and Chang, (SanFnmcisco: Jcmey-Bass, 1969). 112

a RDbach, B,U.fs, Aa;llld,lf, and Values,
44 See Karl B.

116.

Schmbe, Bili¢ and Valua (New Yark: Hoh, Reinhart and Winston, 1970), 68-73.

45 Sbeibc loob at .Atkimon's motivation theory, atti1udc thDmy, and social role thay. While thae thearics
individlllll.y do rut spmk to the direction of this thesis, pairing thDm togethm- brings out a helpful summary. This is
an example ofthi, Buclidian axiom: "-ro 6'J.Dv wO J,lipol,c; µsltpv.■
411

Smith, Duiring 1M Kingdom, 60.
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seen that behavior has an influence on how individuals think and how they learn, and the
converse is also true; bodies and cognition work in tandem. Sheibe makes the point, "If behavior
is a fimction ofbeliefs and values, then presumably an individual who is obsessed by a single

overriding value would direct his behavior according to expectatiODB about how that value might
be realized."47 This concept should have broad application toward the use of motiODB in worship.
Ifwe believe that we are meant to worship God as body-and-soul people, and we form our
relationship with Him through interaction with God in body-and-soul, then our obsession with
worshiping Him should include gestures, postures, and motiODB that hope to realize that reality.
For instance, when the divine name is spoken or s1D1g in worship, out of a desire for reverence
toward God, the assembly may bow to show Him proper honor. Necessarily, then, the believer
will not be a bystander, but will seek to holistically engage in his worship.

Educational Paycb.oloKY: NeaJ'Ulldmce & Kinetic Leandn.1

In recent yeBIB, studies have shown that there are strong links between physical movement

and learning. When the two are separated, we do a disservice to ourselves and especially to our

child.nm who are learning and developing from a very young age.• The brain, especially the
cerebellum, is wired to receive information through the use of motion. In fact, ''the vestibular
(inner ear) and cerebellar system (motor activity) is the tint sensory system to mature.•• These

"' Scllllibe, B•U.fs and Yalws, 63.
• It is imposaiblc to divarc:c movement from life. Alice Yardley ma.km the B1Btmlcnt, "The child moves
bccllWIC he must; movement is eucntia1 to life and Bil living dUJ:wl move." Yardley,
and8-itivity, 83.
However, in academic systems, chil.dnm's movement often becomes restricted in the effort to provide a p-opcr
lcaming CDVironment. Yardley would disagree tmt the rcs1riction of movemctt is bcnaficial. Similarly, rcstric:ting a
child's movement in womhip eliminates various ways in which tmt child 1cems, gathas, and intmprclll infonnatian.
It would be benaficial for childrm. to be cncour'llgcci to participate in movement and gcstun, in the midst ofthe
divine scrvioc, which will reinforce thc mcsugc ofthe gospel 1hat they arc receiving. Both guided and spon1Bnc0111
movement helps to develop lcaming and fonnation in w<rllhip.

S•-•

• Eric Jensen, T•aching wiJh tM Brain in Mind (Alcxendria, VA: ASCD, 1998). 82--84.
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act to

gather information through movement At the Annual Society of Neuroscience Conference

in 1995, close to eighty studies suggested ''strong linlcs between the cerebellum. and memory,
spacial perception, language, attention, emotion, nonvemal cues, and even decision making.""'
With this 1DJ.derstanding we can posit that movement is valuable, or we could say essential, to the
way that we learn and interact with our environment
Movement is also essential to communication. Alice Yardley argues, "Movement is also
the child's first means of expressing himself, and will remain a major means of communication
throughout his life. '"1 In worship, our movements and gestures similarly act as a form of
communication. The account of the tax collector in prayer is reminiscent of this 1ruth. As be
beats his breast, be communicates both his humility and his repentance (Luke 18: 13).

Not only do we express, but we also create through movement ActiODS allow us to build
up sensatiODS and thoughts, stimulating the brain, and engaging us more fully in our physical
context. "Movement both procures experience and provides a means of expressing experience,
and education in the art of movement is as essential as education in thought or feeling. "D Here

Yardley is speaking specifically of Physical Education, but her conclusion can be implemented
in reference to bow our bodies reflect on our experiences.53 For instance, in some worship spaces
kneelers are provided to allow the congregation to express penitence physically during a time of
confession, as they are able. In certain cultural contexts, this action displays the Christian's

"' Jensen, T1a&hing, 84.
51 Yardley, SIMU and&mitmty, 83.
52 Yardley, SIMU and&mitmty, 84.
53
"Movemenlll natural to the individual child have been used as the basis ofllis activities. The part played by
the emotions e.nd 1he 111e of the body as ameanaof expressian an, fullynmgnized Children an, encouniaed IX> work
individlllll.y and with other people, and movement is seen as an aspect of the child's total grow1h, as an end in imelf
and not merely as a means to an end It is understood in terms of1he activity ofthe whole mganism, and movement
of the physical body is visual evidmce of movement ofthl: mind and 1he imegimtion" Yardley, SIMU and
Smritmty, 86.
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sorrow for sin, and the experience of kneeling also teaches and reminds them oftheir need for
the forgiveness God gives through Christ

Sodolo11: Body Tbeo17
Oamming increased academic interest in recent decades, the field of sociology known as

body theory builds upon psychological theory. Body theory presumes that we are embodied
beings, with our bodies being essential to our individual identities. Chris Shilling, in Body and
Social Theory points out that, ''Growing numbers of people are deliberating about the health,
shape, 'purity' or appearance of their own bodies as expressions of individual, group, cultural or

religious identities.,,,.. This is 1rue ofmany cultures and especially of American culture. A focus
on the external characteristics of our humanity has highlighted our embodied identities. There is
a growing desire to display our inner beliefs, attitudes, and values in an outward manner.
Necessarily, this will translate into worship practice where we display our faith and identity in
Christ.

Throughout his book, Shilling also critiques the sociologists that have gone before him, and
even some contemporary social theorists, to drive forward a 1ruly embodied anal}'llis of social
theory." In presenting body theory he analyzes its proclivity toward Cartesian thinking, which in
54 Cltria Shilling, TM Body and Social 'l'Mory, aee pp.

32--44.

"For C1X11111ple, Shilling reviews the social ccms1ructimism of Michel Foucault, who has been 11eCD. as
foundational in discussiqj; the body as an unstable socially coml:nlcted product While his wmk fOClllel on the body,
Shilling mgum, "Fow:ault' 11 epistemological view ofthe body means that it disappears u a malmial, biological
phmmnemn. The physical body can never be grasped by the li'nnceuJdian approach u ils c:xistence is defmred
permancmly behind the girds of meaning impoacd by discourse or tcclmologies of the self. .. . For me, the
cpistmnology ~ by Foucault is why one gctll a ICl1IIC tlBthis anelyscs an, disembodied The body is p"CIICl1t u
a topic, but abacnt u a fOCWI of investiget.icn . . . One manifestation ofthis is FOUC8Ult'11 view ofthe mind/body
relationship. Once the body is contained within modem diaciplinery systems, 1he mind becomes the loca1ion for
discursive powar while the flesh is reduced to inmt pusivily. Similarly, technologies of the self 111J88Cllt the body is
mamgcd by regimes of cognitive introspection that 11WX1Cqucntly instantiate physically the 1cuons of rcligi.OU11 or
IICClller tcxlll. In neither case do we get a ~ 11C1111C ofthe mind's lOCRtion within an actiw, sociell.y and pcIIOIBlly
goMratiw lmman body." Shilling, Body and Social 'l'Mory, 83--84.
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the past, has profoundly influenced Sociology." He argues that our mind and body are more
closely connected than the way sociologists have previously presented.
In his afterword, Shilling speaks ofthe future of this theory and the implicaticms it has on

sociology. His presentation ofbody theory can be understood in light of our creatureliness:
We need to recognize that the body constitutes a location for the transmission of
societally sponsored and socially approved norms, habits, identities, techniques and
symbolic systems. Embodied subjects enter a pre-existing world, not of their own
making, and develop in the context of this particular ext.ernal environment.... [IJt is
also important to acknowledge that the body is possessed of emergent properties and
capacities ... that enable us to act upon our environment, and that also constitute it as
an active vehicle for lived experience. Thus, embodied subjects are not passive
recipients af structures or the natural milieu. Individuals experience social norms and
technologies through the mediating powers aftheir own senses, sensualities,
neurological, muscular and physiological processes. n
An investigation ofrespected psychologists and sociologists leads one to conclude that the

body and its actions are integral and necessary in the study afhow individuals learn, behave, and
interact. Together with Rokeach and Yardley, Shilling presents an image ofthe person who is
both shaped by ext.ernal experiences and engages in experience to express and embody his

reality.
While the scope ofpsychology is broad in regards to this topic, each field builds the body
of evidence. Imitation theory shows how the worshipper is physically drawn into the rite and
ritual action ofthe congregation. Such action can then be repeated, and internalization and

habitus are created. These shape formative beliefs and values, which in turn nurture behavior and
engender movement that sets the worshipper's focus on his Savior. And in this movement kinetic

activity facilitates faith formation. Body theory ties all ofthis psychological evidence together by
highlighting individuals as embodied beings. Experience influences and molds a person;

" Shilling. Body and Social 'l'Mory, 12.

n Shilling. Body and Social 'l'Mory, 241.
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moreover, it works as a medium by which one seeks to expreBB and engage in his reality. The
psychological and sociological evidence show that the body and soul are inextricable and
validates the holistic approach to our human experience of worship.
Proprioception
Another area that provides insight into how we perceive, attain, and intemalize information
in the world aro1md us is proprioception. Proprioception is the ''sensation pertaining to stimuli

originating :from within the body related to spatial position and muscular activity or to the
sensory receptors that they activate.'"' Through bodily movement, one activates her senses and
engages with stimuli. However, proprioception is not an active sense brought about by our
cognizance. As Brian O'Shaugbnessy points out, ''Proprioception is attentively recessive in a
high degree, it tabs a back seat in consciousness almost all of the time."" However, this is not a
bad thing when it comes to wonhip and formation. Working in the bm:kgro1md, this sense allows
us to subconsciously .:cumulate information and find meaning from actions performed without
our effort. Purely by engaging in movement, our bodies end up as a conduit through which we
are further formed and shaped by an action.
However, proprioception can also be practiced actively. Rick Kemp writes about
proprioception in the context af acting and perfomuuwe:
Proprioception pla}'II a crucial role in our sense of self, and this feature makes it of
particular interest in the relationship between physical activity and the actor's
creation of character. Habitual gestures and postures contribute somatically to a
" Related to this is a1ao propiocepti.ve sensation: "the feeling of body movement and positim, including
motion ofthe arms and legs, relllllting from 111:imuli received by special 11e1111e crgans in thi, mudes, tendons, joints,
and inner ear. The stimuli may be produced by c:1mps in mllllcle tensicn ar lllretching and reaction to the pull of
gravity on the body." Kenru,th N. Anderscm, Lois E. Aruhnon, and Welt.er D. Glanze, eds., Mt»by'& M•dical,
Nuning, & Alli•dH•alth Dictionary (St Louis: Mosby, 1998). 1333-34.
9 BrianO'Shaughrumy, "Propriooeptionand thi, Body Image" in Tlu,BodyamltMS•lfed. J011e Luis
Bennudez et al. (Cambridge, MA: MIT Pre1111, 1995). 175.
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feeling of one's ''normal" or everyday self. When different gestures and postures are
used, the feedback system creates a different sense of self..,
An actor uses movements that are wcommon to their usual sense of self to change their
identity, for a short time, in creation of a character. In the divine service, the goal is not simply to
play a part, but through the God-given feedback system of movement, an individual receives His
gifts of Word and sacrament, which then create systemic change in her belief and behavior.

Kemp argues that through this gesture and posture, our internal identities are shaped for the long
term:
The postural and gestural elements of [non-verbal communication] are related to
emotion through proprioception; the relationship of thought, speech and gesture
participates in how we define Feelings; the relationship of selfto character is
intimately bowd up with body schema and body image, which in their tum engage in
the experience of affective state.11
What we do with our bodies influeoces our thoughts and emotions (the affective), and ultimately,

our sense of self.
As Smith presented above, we are "affective, embodied creatures" that sense the world

around us in order to navigate it.a Through proprioception we wderstand not simply the world
but even our basic sense of self through the gestures that we regularly employ. When engaging in
movement that is at the core of our character-movement in worship, we are reinforcing our
sense of self in relation to God-Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
As body-and-soul people, we can understand that holistically, the movements that we make
with our bodies shape our identities. O'Shaugbnessy makes the point, "We ourselves must bring

., Rick Kemp, EmbodudActing: What Nnrmci- T,lls U11 "'10llt P,,fonnanc, (New Ymk: R.oudcdgc,

2012), 112
11

Kemp, EmbodudActing, 184.

a Smith, Duiring th, Kingdom, 41, 59.
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the spatial content to the proprioceptive experience, and do so upon receiving the stimulus of
sensation. More exactly, remembering that sensations mutate as posture alters, we must bring all
ofthe space that we encounter in proprioception.'• Proprioception shows that our bodies are
uniquely the receivers and acton in response to our own posture stimulus. While this may appear
to be a basic proposition, it is an important aspect of understanding bow body-and-soul people
are formed by posture and movement. Our very motion creates sensations inside ofus that shape
the meaning ofthose movements and our understanding of identity. When a Christian comes to
worship, she moves and interacts with the liturgical rite, which in turn shapes and forms through
proprioception her primary identity-a child of God

Putting Tim into Pnu:tlce

As bas been demonslrated, the recurring movement, posture, gesture, and ritual action that
occur in our day-to-day actions have discernible effects on the individual. These movements
allow the self to receive information in a demomrtrable manner with the effects of creating
memories, reinforcing beliefs, and building habits from those motions. When influenced by a
physical experience, the body-and-soul individual recalls memories ofthe bodily movement to
practice those movements again, which develops further formation. The movement exists as an
expression of self14 For instance, out oflove in a grandparent-grandchild relationship, these two
exchange bugs when they are able to get together. This practice is formed early in the
grandchild's life and becomes a normed ritual. More than just a physical movement, the bug is

111 O'Sbwghru,asy, "Proprioception,w

192.

14

Annemarie de Weal Melefijt makes a similar comment. "Ritmls are designai both ID eJIPI'elll! belief and ID
bring about specific ends. Ritual behavior is motivated by the desire to gain 10IDe farm of satisfaction and is
expected ID be effective. .Annemarie de Weal Melefijt, R.Jigion and Cultun: An lntroduclion ID Anthropology of
luligion (Lendon: Collier-Macmillan, 1968). 189. RitmJ. act:ian es an expression of cultlral ccmtm will be
discussed in the next chapta-.
R
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exchanged with intentionality and meaning behind it, embodying the love between these two
individuals. The same applications can be brought into Christian worship. Movement, posture,
gesture and ritual actioo. are used to create habits that incarnate the relationship between us as
creatures and God as our creator.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE BODY IN CONTEXTUAL RITUAL
Contextual setting is vital to how we participate in worship as body-and-soul persons. The
previous chapter makes it clear that as body-and-soul persons, our bodies respond and relate to
movement in ways that help form us by those particular movements. Cultural context has a
profouod effect on these movements. Since worship can never be completely separated from
culture, an anthropological discussion sheds light on how to consider the surrounding community
with its forms and practices as worship takes shape. With the proper understanding of cultural.
impact established, the wmk. of Elocbukwu E. Uzukwu is useful in further analyzing the
importance of the role of Christian ritual. An exarnimdion ofthe foundational Nairobi statement
can then be used to navigate the somewhat complex intersection of cuhure and ritual.

As this paper focuses on The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod in the United States, the
cultural context of its believers will shape their participation in the Divine Service. What is
culturally distinctive for this synod as it rests in American cuhure? And how does i1B theology
wmk. with and agamst that culture to shape a theology ofthe body in worship? The works of
Martin Luther offer some guidance, and the resulting conversation leads to a discussion that
focuses solely on the Divine Service. All these elements together assist in constructing the
necessary context for gesture in the Divine Service.

Caltanl Antbropdogy and Cultural Conten
A proper understanding of ambropology is necessary to examine how worship and cuhure
intersect. The field of anthropology studies the development of societies and cultures; by
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exarnjrring various cultures aro1md the world, the anthropologist gives msigbts mto bow people
live mcomm.umty. This field is useful m 1mderstamling bow culture affects a congregation and
the miplications jt wm have on worsmp.
In Understanding Folk Religion, ffiebert, Shaw md Tienou show that culture provides the

context for worship.1 They write about applying the gospel to a group by first studying thmr
culture md asking critical questions ofthat culture. Their approach is to look at the beliefs and
practices of people by usmg a process of critical contextualization. A key step m that process js

to understand the current beliefs of local culture, smce these beliefs will dictate bow mdividuals
act. Thjs involves ''undentanmng the categories, assumptions, md logic that the people use to
conslruct their world "1 This is the work ofthe cultural mthropologist who seeks to understand
the mterplay of a particular culture and its values. When one proclami.s the gospel and constructs
worship with cultural context mmmd, mdividuals not only will better understand, but further
engage mthe worship of God.
As we examme worship witbm various cultural contexts, Gordon Lathrop argues that it js

mi.portant that we do not view the Christian assembly as a culture m itself. There are certamly
symbolic elements of liturgical rite that distinguish it :from any other commumty practice.
However, be concludes, "h is better to say that the Christian symbolic language functions m
analogy to culture, like a culture, m perpetual dialogue with the cultures among whlcb its
assemblies stand."' Christianity, therefore, becomes a 1ranslated language, not su:nply mto the

1
Paul G. Hiebert, R Daniel Shaw, and Tite Ti.6nau, Und,nttllding Folkluligion: A ChristianRJUpona. to
Popwar B•liefs lllllPracticu (Grand Rapids: Bakm-, 1999), especially pages 1S-29.
1
Hiebert. Shlw and Ti.6nou, Uurstanding Folkluligion, 21-22. In studying the culture, it is impor1Bnt for
missicnaries 1D be "cuhun, brokms, 1111eking to oommunicate the gospel between specific cultural camaxts, helping
their aemling churches to understand the churclies they plant, and the young churclies to undmstand and appreciate
the aemling churclies."

, Gordon Lathrop, Holy P.apZ.: A Iiblrgical Eccluiology (Minneapolis: Fartreu, 1999), 163-68. Emphasis
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vernacular of a national or ethnic group, but into the cultural milieu of a localized congregation.4
The symbols that the congregation adapts both may contrast or cooperate with the surro1D1.ding
cultural symbols based on their purpose and intent Certainly, this cultural adaptation must be
done with intentionality, which is why it is proper that the symbols are chosen and practiced
within a local context. The Augsburg Co,fession points out the importance of this UDderstanding:

Also they teach that the one holy Church is to continue forever. The church is the
congregation of the saints, in which the Gospel is rightly taught and the Sacraments
are rightly administered. And to the 1rue unity ofthe Church it is enough to agree
concerning the doctrine ofthe Gospel and the administration ofthe Sacraments. Nor
is it necessary that human 1raditions, that is, rites or ceremonies, instituted by men,
should be everywhere alike.'
We therefore use the human 1raditiODS of rites and ceremonies in specific local contexts. The
gifts of Christ come to us through specific means of Word and Sacrament, but these gifts may be

received, celebrated and embodied by using diverse rites and ceremonies in diverse cultural
contexts.
If the goal ofa congregation's use of rites and ceremonies is to convey a particular

meaning. or similarly, a matrix of meaning. then it is necessary that these be created and
practiced within a particular culture. Specifically, the use ofmot:iODS and gestures may be
manifested uniquely. Th.is is because different cultures are always going to interpret such body

mot:iODS and gestures differently.• Elochukwu E. Uzukwu comments on the problems that arise

original.
4 Lathrop clearly makes the point "This is always happening loc:ally. The universal. litmgical pettmns of
Christians are always and only doni, ,.,_, in a particulsr local pm, amid the1111 particulsr people in their many
cultures." Lathrop, Holy P.apZ., 167.

' Bcmt.e and Dau, "The Augsburg Confession: Article VII: Of the Church," in Concordia Trlglotta, 41; cited
in Lathrop, Holy P•opZ., 163. Emphasis criginal.
1
Citq wmk by R Birdwhisll,ll, Elochukwu B. Uzukwu notes that "Biniwhistel.J. pointed out that in the field
of kinesics, after fift=n years ofresearch, he and his usoc::iatea have not found any body motian or gesture that has
the same 10eial meaning in all societies. Blochukwu B. Uzukwu, Wonhip u Body Languap: Jntroducl;on to
Chriman Wonhip: AnAftican Oritmtation, (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical, 1997) 15; cit:q R Binlwhistell, KiMaica
fllld Cont.nt (Philadelphia: Universi1¥ ofPennsylvania Pmis, 1970), 81.
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when gestures are appropriated :from one culture 1o the next. In his experience, African and
Western cultures display different ethnic patterns. Therefoce, bodily motion must be developed
in a way that truly reflecta the inteq,reting culture. Senn provides the insight, "When
missionaries bring their faith and pnwtice 1o a new country, it is first necessary 1o 'adapt' this
faith and pnwtice to local forms of cultural expression, since the missionary's faith and pnwtice,
rooted in the assumptions and expressions of a particular culture, cannot simply be replicated in
the new location."' This must be done with prudence, so that the cultural appropriation does not
also reflect non-Christian cultural ideas that would conflict with the gospel of Jesus Christ•
Applying cultural context to the life ofthe church leads to im:ulturation. Jnculturation is
''the ongoing dialogue between faith and culture or cultures. More fully, it is the creative and
dynamic relationship between the Christian message and a culture or cultures.'" Pedro Arrup
defines im:ulturation as:
The incarnation of Christian life and ofthe Christian message in a particular cultural
context, in such a way that this experience not only finds expression through elements
proper to the culture in question (this alone would be no more than a superficial
adaptation) but becomes a principle that animates, directs and unifies the culture,
transfmming it and remaking it so as to bring about 'a new creation. ' 10

7

Frank C. Senn, Christian LitvrBY (Minneapolis: For1rcu, 1997), 676.

1

Gccqc Cardinal Pell, .Archbiah,p of Sydney, cchoca this warning baled on the clangers of inwlturation that
he has cxparicnccd. "This concept of inculturation has bean 111Cd in ways, often unwittingly, to allow the
surrounding society, sometimes secular, sometimes superstitious in a New Age way, and sometimes merely
n,fle~ some le11 desirable aspects of mus culture, e.g. hedonism, to enter into our liturgy, especially our music.
So the uninitiat.ed came to believe that they had a right to cmtm1Binmcmt and mvehy, should certainly be camfcrted
andchallengedmrel.y, if at all [.ric]." Arilm,, Blt6vez, Gemge, and Pell, Canlinallujl«:tiOM, 9. While Pell notes
dangers, then, is also a t.ension tmtexists, Bina, many ofthe Westemchurch's oeremanies (such as the use of
instruments in worship) were once added through incul.turatian. The inhmmt tension of cultural. appropriation must
be navigated delicately and bravely.

'Aylward Shmtcr, Toward a 'l'Mologyoflnculturation (Bugeni,, OR: Wipf and S1Dck, 1999), 11, refarenced
in Anscar J. Clmpui:w:o. Iibu'gical lncrutJITation: SacrtllMlllal.r, luligiO&ity, and Cat.chuu (Collegeville, MN:
Liturgical, 1992), 28-29.
10 Pedro AIIup, "Lett.er to 1he Whole Society on Inculturation" in Studio in lhll Int.matimalApoatolat. of
J•.mit.J(Washington: JesuitMissians, 1978). 1-9; cit.edinAylward Shmtcr, Toward a 'l'Mology, 11.
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Jnculturati011, then, is the placing ofthe Gospel mesuge into a culture with all of its forms and
practices in order to 1ransform. it with the good news of Jesus. This practice will determine which
motions best accompany wOIBbip and liturgical elements. Anscar J Chup1mgco holds the
following view:
Jnculturati011, which is not the same as creativity in the strict sense of the word, is a
sure way of conserving and perpetuating liturgical tradition. It will be recalled that
inculturation is a type of dynamic 1ranslat.ion that allows the original message to be
conveyed according to the people's cultural pattern. Jnculturation means retaining the
so1md traditioo. ofthe liturgy and keeping the way open to legitimate progress. To this
effect, SC 23 cautions: "A careful investigation is always to be made into each part of
the liturgy to be revised Careful investigation inwlves the tedious wmk of
identifying the essential elements of a liturgical rite.11
Further, Chup1mgco explains that essential elements of a rite should be preserved, while others
can be removed. Peripheral elements of a rite may not be essential, but indeed support the rite,
and these elements carry their own symbolism. Inculturatioo. is concerned with "1ranslating

tradition into the living culture ofthe people. ''12 Jncuhurat.ion assists in ensming that the motions

11
Amcar J. Chupungco, Lttvrgical lnculturation, 16. Chupungco continues 1his 1hought in writing about
analyzing the cultural. pattmns in the onlo: "We should determine which of its elements may be-« should be--n,axpreued in the culture ofthe people wilhout prejudice to its origiml m ~ or intention. Like any structure, the
lituigy pomemes elemenls that an, not subject to change . ... This goes bmd in hmd with the study of me's own
culture. We, each in his or hm- own cultural ambit, Med to enlm into a process of research BIid imospection in order
to defina the cultural. patterns at play in such values as hcspitality, oommunity spirit, BIid leadmship. What images
arise in our minds when we speak of thme values? What are the wards, phrases, idiomatic expRlllians, proverbs BIid
maxims with which we lllll0Ciate them? Are we able to identify the rites, symbols, mi institutions by which our
society signifies thme values? In short, we need to study those componmts of culture that share similar 1rBi1s with
the liturgical onlo mi an, able to n,express the onlo adequately." Amcar I. Chupungco, "Reenvisioning 'Liturgy
BIid the Componmmi of Culture'" in Wonhtp and CultMn: Fomgn Cmmt,y or HOfflllland? ed. Glaucia VBSC0110elos
Wilby (Gnmd Rapids: Berdmans, 2014). 83. While Chupungco is helpful he is also arguing far incultundion from
the foundatim of Romm Catholicism mi the need to incultura11: the Latin Ordo Romlllllll. The dymmics of The
Lutheran Clnrch---Missouri Synod's engBFDcmt with culture is much more fluid BIid the inculturation of the ordo
is less obligatory.
12 Clmpungco. Lilll,gical lncwtumtir,i, 76--77. Ri:fle~ on the African Christian cantcxt, Uzuk.wu similarly
sla11:s, "BeCIIUle warship is concerned with body mcti.ons ar gestures, African Oiristians see worship as a channel to
display their deep mq,erimu:e of the mystmy revealed in the atrist:ian stmy. And since African sociocultural groups
have succ:eufully integra11:d body mi spirit into intmu:tiaml gestures, a health:>' c:xpn,llllion ofthe incarnate lmman
in African Christian lituigy should constitu11: the intent ofthe inculturation of worship in Africm Clristian
communities. Here inculturation is undmstood as the experieru:e mi expression by African Christians ofthe mutual
impact of gospel BIid culture in their respective sociocultural area." Uzukwu, Womp as Bo4' La,pag,, 15.
Similarly, the inculturation of worship in American Clmstian communities would benefit from employing its own
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and gestures that are used to aid in preserving the intention ofthe liturgical element they are

paired with are employed in a way that ''lranslat[es] tradition in to the living culture ofthe
people."IJ When liturgy14 and culture come together, "a common order for public worship breaks
through the barriers of social, economic, geographic, and to a great degree, even linguistic

differences, to form a unified community before the altar."15 Unity within community is essemial
to inculturation. Inculturation and the physical practices that flow from it are essential to unity
within community.11

While the consideration for and incorporation of culture into the worship ofthe chun:h can
and does enhance and edify, an important question that Geoffrey Wainwright raises is, ''How far

should the Christian liturgy accommodate itselfto the varying socio-psychological patterns of
communication and behavior which are observable in different humm contexts?"17 It's a

cantmually specific intaractianal gestlns to proclaim the same Cllristian stmy.
1:1 Clwpungco. :Ut11,gical lncrut'luTltial, 71. Pell makes a c:larifying point, "Liturgy, truqh it must always be
properly iD:ulturated, must also be counter cultural." Arinze, Gemge, Estevez, and Pell, Cardinal~ctims, 10.
By "must," Pell is reflectins the notion that the c:ul1ure is never goins to reflect the wmk of Jesus for His people.
Thmefore, counter-(llJ).tural liturgy and worship is a necessity if it is at the Eme time, Christ centered.
14

In this thesis, lilllrgy is defined as "the means of grace canten1II ofthe divine aervice." Winger, 'l'Mology of

Wonhip, 12.
15

Ernest B. Koenbr, Worship in Word and Sacrantfflt (St Louis, Concordia, 1959). 98.

11

Bruce Kapfcrcr posits that our experiences are rarely individualimi and may be experienced in community
within a culture. "Tho structuring of10Cial action and rela1icmabips constituted es thme are by and wi1hin culture
limits the likelihood of individuals sbuing the same experience. Culture, as it relates to the ordering of life in
mundane situations, is both particularizing and universalizing. It mediates the relations of individuals beth to their
matmial. 1mms of existence and to each othm-. It is particularizing in the 11e1111e that the 111:ructuring of relatiam
between individuals in terms of a fmmewmk of c:ultural underslandiJ:p variously locallls individuals in the mundane
orderi¥ of everyday life. It differentiates them and mabs p01S1l>le a variety of individual perspectives and
ll1Bndpoim m the everyday world. Individuals c:xperience themselves-they experience their experience and reflect
on it-bolh from their own standpoint and from the standpoint of othm-s within their culture. This is whit gives to
the practi.cal activity of everyday life sane of its movement and process. Further, I do not c:xperience your
experience. Parad.cxically, your experience is mad, mine; I c:xperience my experience of you The axpressions
revealed on your face, in the gestural mganimlion of ycu body, through the meeting of oir glancet, are experienced
through my body and my situation." Bruce Kapfcrcr, "Pcrfmmmwe and the Sttucturing of Meaning and
Experience," in TM Anthn,pology of&q,.,wncs, ed. Victor W. Turner and Edward M Brum:r; (Umem, IL:
Univeni1yoflllinoisPre1111, 1986), 188-203.
17

Geoffrey Wainwright, "The Understanding of Liturgy in the Light oflts Histmy," in 7Ji. Stlldy ofLimrgy,
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complicated question that has no clear answer. Kavanagh's point of view offers a possible
answer:
The 1radition has talked and acted more in terms of a God-Man who infests human
culture as inmate of it Only thus could he be 1ranscender, critic, and exorcist ofit He
does not transform. culture as such. He recreates the World, not by making new things
but my making all things new. He does his by divine power working upon all that is
through the agency of a human nature he holds in solidarity with us. He summons all
into a restored communion with the Father, not in spite of matter but through matter,
even spit and dirt, thereby clarifying the 1rue meaning of the material world itself. ...
He addresses all people not only in mind and soul but in body as well, thereby
renewing the human person in his and her relation to matter, to time and space, and to
the whole created world. 11
With the idea of contextualizing the liturgical rite, any response to Wainwright's question should
have the same goal that Kavanagh presenta, to proclaim Jesus Christ, the God-Man, bringing
about the restoration of all things through His death and resurrection. Care will need to be taken
in any local community to shape, adapt, and create rites and incorporate movement in the liturgy
that clearly accomplish this goal. As the church appropriates, uses, dismisses, and even exists

within culture, she will always do so in order to proclaim the gospel.

Consideration of the ritual actions the church adapts cannot occur in a vacuum. Given
cultural context and inculturation, the useful and edifying embodiment ofthe gospel may look
different among various congregations and cultures. In order to best proclaim the gospel of our
creator, the church must do so with consideration ofthe creaturely context in which the church
finds itself.

The Importance of RltaaJ.

While the context and ceremonies of worship will be different among different worshiping

ed. Chaslyn Janes, Geoffrey Wainwright, and Edward Yamaki (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978), scn.

s__,.,,,

On Libugical TMology: TM Hal. M•morial ucbuu ofS•alJu,y-Wuam 'l'Mological
1981 (New York: Pueblo, 1984), 50.

11 Aidan Kavanagh,
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bodies, the gospel proclamation must remain the same. Ritual is vital to this end It unifies the
body of Christ in order to communicate the message ofthe gospel Each ritual is "a medium of

communication within a particular group. It is a programmed way of acting that characterizes an
ethnic group so that participllllts express their being part ofthe group through ritual gesture. "1'
Ritual becomes symbol or code that is contextualized to the local community, and, as Uzukwu

says, lays down ''patterns of action that are creative and normative for existence.''JD
Uzukwu expounds upon ritual with his disCUBBion of our reality as "acting beings.''21 We
speak and act using gesture, our hands, to convey our speech. However, various ethnicities and
cultures incorporate gestures uniquely, and the repetition of gesture denotes and establishes one's
identity within a group.22 Uzukwu provides an interpretive framework. in which to mi.demand the
movements that the assembly gathers to use in corporate worship. The movements that we mab
in worship are judged by how well they match the group's established identity. Frmwis Cardinal
Arinze supports Usukwu in positing the importance of creating and participating in gestures
communally over their use individually, ''Unity in postures by the congregation is a good thing.
All things being equal, it should take precedence over private inclination and mbitrary choice.nz,
Making sure that the pendulum doesn't swing to far the other way, Jorge A Cardinal Medina
Estevez says, ''NOi' is it right to impose certain external attitudes too strictly, for fear ofturning
the liturgical celebration into a sequence of mechanical, hence, in a certain way, soulless

Ill

Uzukwu, Wonldp a.r Body Language, 41.
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Uzukwu, Wonldp a.r Body Language, 42. Uzukwu :refararu:es P. Olivciaro 1111d T. Orel, "L'Bxpaience
Rituel," luch6rchu d.SciMCduligiaa, 78/3:1990, 329-72, esp. 334-35.
n Uzukwu, Wonldp a.r Body Language, 2.
22 Uzukwu,

Wonldp a.r Body Language, l--10.

:z, Fraru:is Cardinal .Arime, Jmge Cardiml. Meclim Estevez, Francis Cardinal. Gemge. and Gemge Cardiml.
Pell, Can/inal R..factiom: A.ctM Participation and tJ. Iibu'gy (Chicago: Hillmlbrand, 2005), 23.
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gestures. ''24 The balance is found in allowing for personal piety to be practiced by individual
members of a congregation, while also emphasizing and commending the movements and
gestures that the assembly will participate in collectively.
When UDderstood properly, these rituals create and re-create community. Gestures reflect

both the beliefs and the culturally comextual meaning within a community.25 Fnmk. Smm writes
that, ''Myth, ritual, and symbol are the basic languages of religious reality and offaith.''311 Thus,

when a faith group gathers together, they do so with their own culturally contextual language that
speaks the 1ruths of its faith. Part of this language is the language of body movements that aligns
with the community's unique cultural identity.rt As the bodily movements are practiced, they

work to convey the community's character and are enacted with an intentional meaning behind
each gesture.
Kavanagh argues that this behavior, practiced by a body of Christians, is called rite. As the
people of God gather and worship together in this rite, they are uhimately bound up in the death
and resurrection of Jesus Christ21 The rite ofthe assembly matterB, because it is not simply about
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Arinze, Estevez, Gemge, and Pell, CardinalRljz.ctioru, 37.
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Uzuk.wu, Wonhip Qll Body .l..angwp, ix, 43--50.
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Frank C. Senn, Nrw C,.ation: A Litiugical Worldvirw (Minnmpolis: A9bmg Fcr1reu, 2000), 5.

rt One C1XB111plc ofthis is socn in the devclopmant ofwarship in the New Tcstamant chun:h. Fully rooted in
Jewish thought and practice, this church also was surrounded by Greco-Roman influences. A prayer posture that was
common to 1he Greco-Roman culture, the crans position was implemented into early Christian wcnhip. It is within
this cultural cmm,xt that we can begin to iJtmprct ritual aclim in the New Testament chun:h. U ~ Wonhip Qll
Body r..a,,guag., 60--78. Thaodor Filthaut writes about the early UIIC of the OI1lllll position in Thaoclm Filthaut,
uaming to Wor.,hip, trans. R.amld Walls (Wclll:minslm, MD: NewmanPn,1111, 1965), 138.
21 "Rite involves creeds and prayers and womhip. but it is not any om, of thasc 1hinp, nm all of thmc things

tosethcr, and it cm:heslmtcs mare than thmc things. Rite can be called a whole 111¥lc of Christian living found in the
myriad particulari1ics ofwon.bip, of laws called 'camnical,• of asceticaJ. and momstic mucturcs, of cvangclical and
catcclu,tical endeavors, and in particular ways of doq seccmdmy theological reflcc1icn A li1mgical act cancrct:iml
all these and in doq so mabs them acc:essiblc 1D tbc community 11111emblcd in a given lime and place before tbc
living God for the life of the world. Rite in this Christian 1C111C is gcncratcd and IIUStaincd in this regular meeting of
faithful pcoplc in whose prmencc and 1hro~ whose deeds tbc vertiginous Source of the cosmos itlclf is plcascd to
settle down freely and abide as ama,g friends. A lituigy of Cl1ristians is thus no1hing lcss than the way a :redeemed
world is, so to speak, done. The liturgical act ofrite and the 11111embly which does it a:re coterminous, om, ~ : tbc
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God, it is ofGod.211 The rite is his word procwmed, received, sung. heard, and embodied.
Through ritual we can engage in both the particular and the universal aspects ofthose
rituals within a cultural context Kapferer refers to these rituals as pe,formance, understanding

performance as a ''unity of text and enactment, neither being reducible to the other.'.. This
irreducibility of enactment and text shows the link that exists between Word and Sacrament,
speech and gesture, soul and body. One cannot be divorced :from the other. In worship, we see
the same thing as we embody the gospel of Jesus Christ In worship, our faith acts out our
reception of God's Word and our faith responds through motion. In community, these ritual
movements act as shared experiences that reflect the unique context of an individual Christian
congregation.
Embodied ritual is still always locally influenced by a specific context. Catherine M. Bell
points out, "Ritualization as the production of a ritualized agent via the interaction of a body
within a structured and structuring environment, always takes p1ace within a larger and very

immediate sociocultural situation...,1 How that appeani in a local context will vary, but that does
not change the fact that it is the wmk. of God coming down to dwell with His people, and His
people gathering together with Him.
Not only does ritual unite the church in space, but also &a'OBS time. Ritual and embodiment

incmparation undar grace of Christ dying and rising still, restoring the communion all things and persons have been
gilh,d with in Spirit and in truth. A li1mgy is even more than an act of fai1h, prayer, or wonhip. It is an act ofrite.•
Kavamgh, On Libugical Theology, 100-101; also mermced in Paul F. Bradshaw and Maxwell B Jomson, TM
Eucharutic Liaugiu: TMir Evolution andlnt.rpr,lati"" (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical, 2012). 71.
211

See Kavamgh, On Libugical TMo'logy, 96-121.

30 Kepfen,r, P•rfonnanc.

andtM Stnu:turing ofM•aning, 191-92. He fur1hm- slates, "I ilolate two aspects of
performance: as the structuring of standpoint and the structurq of contm through the medilDD ofpresentation. The
analysis of both aspects is critical to an understanding of how ritual establishm and transfcrms m ~ and
experim1ce for participants, and for understanding how ritual might create the potential f o r ~ participants in
the one experim1ce as well as enabling their reflcc:tion on 1hat experience.•
31 Catherin,

M Bell,Rihlal TMory. RitualPractiu (New Ymir.: Oxford UnivcnityPn,11, 1992). 100.
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were important in the New Testament church (Ads 14:23; 1 Cor. 14:26-31; Rom. 16:16) and
they have continued to be throughout her history. In the fourth and fifth centuries Christians
began to gather in public (instead of private) worship spaces which led to further development of

rituals of bodily movement This, brought together larger gatherings of people in one worship
space all participating in the same liturgical functions. Bradshaw and Johnson note that ''the rites
themselves expanded precisely at those points where greater order in the assembly was neededlargely moments of processional movement-with the result that diaoonal directions (e.g., 'let us
stand,' 'let us kneel,' etc.), litanies, psalmody, chants, and prayers become regular elements. ,,n
Even in this early formation ofthe liturgical rite, contextual communities participated in and
encouraged physical movements that were common to a local congregation.
As the church started to gather in larger settings, these rituals developed so that the

worshiping body could express themselves together. David Power reflectB on the importance of
ritual and physical movement as it creates a form of commmlication among members of a

community:
In the body and through the body, human persons find and express themselves in
relation to enviromneot, to other persons, to society, and to history. In and through
the body they have the initial experience associated with the sacred, experiences
formulated interpretatively in some bodily ritual. Before any ofthe relationships are
brought to language, they are given in some rudimentary form through bodily
experience. The initial appropriation of relations to others and to self is in bodily
reaction, gesture, and disposition. "Initial" does not have simply a chronological
sense----attemptB to write the prehistory of human expression have little success-but
indicates that throughout life and in all forms of social interaction the bodily remains
the fundamental mode whereby experience is received and given structure and
articulation.33

This by point in understanding ritual echoes the statements of Rokeach, Yardley, and Shilling

n Bradshaw and Johnson, EIICharistic I.illl,giu, 71 .
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David N. Power, UnnarchabZ. Ric:M&: TM Symbolic Namn afl.ibugy (New Yerk: Pueblo, 1984), 84.
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above. The body-and soul person both receives md expresses the sacred through bodily
movement. Our common worship is made more common through the repetition of these rituals,
and as Paul D. Jones states, also assists in our communication with God:
Ritual action, which is grounded in the way man embodies-aymbolizes his relation
to a transcendent, is a deeply personal and communal action which reveals man to
himself, mm to the 1ranscendent and man to others. In the words, gestures and
movements that comprise ritual action, man acts on a level that exceeds
everydayness. His action, which is rooted in his belief/faith and which is expressed in
symbolism, is 1ruly sacred.34
Through our communication with God we learn more about our relationship with him and
communicate that relationship. Further expressing our relationship with God, the story of faith is
enacted through ritual movements that enact an individual's and a community's belief.

Annemarie de Waal Malefijt makes the point that ''Ritual is a social act in which the participanbl
re-enact their relationship to sacred objects and beliefs. Both ritual md myth are thus not only
founded in dogma, but they make sacred beliefs intelligible by rendering them in terms of human
action md human language.''"
In his discussion on ritual and myth, Uzukwu argues that these two elements of culture are

co-dependent. "It is important to insist that adequate gestures accompany storytelling in
assemblies (even if such a gesture is immobility or intense listening). Such gestures (body
movement) and the story belong together. The style ofthe body movement assumes more or less
regularity (consistency) depending on the type of story and kind of gathering.,.. As the salvation
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Paul D. Imes, ludiscovering Rmlal (New Yark: Newman, 1973), 71

" Annmnaric de Weal Malcfijt, luligion and C"""1w: An Introduction ID 1M Anthropology ofluligion
(London: Collier-Macmillan, 1968), 195. Artlnr Just agrees in saying "Ritllals ID not 11jl«t 11ality, IMy ,nact
,sality. ... Rituals an, not a minor to show us what reality might look like; ritllals"" 11ality, and by our
partici~ in those ritlals we enact reality." Arthur A Just, H•awm on Earth: '11M Gijb ofChrist in 1M Divin•
S•l'Yic. (SL Louis: Canccrdia, 2008), 3S-39. Emphasis arigiml.

• Uzukwu, Worship as Body Langi,ap, 90. Ompungco writes about 1he difliculty 1ha1: can exist in deciding
which ritual actions to uae within a culture...Another chillqe is the way to p-onounce the Eucharistic prayer and
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story and the work of Jesus Christ are shared through the divine service, bodily movement comes
alongside this story to enact in the individual and the community the reality ofthe work of Jesus
for her.
Because God's gift of ritual allows the church to communicate His story, and because she
has the blessings of sharing ritual with the saints of previous generations, she also has the
mandate to share with those in future generations (Deut. 6:4-9.) Ritual and ritualized experience
is essential in passing down the faith to the next generation. Children have a high capacity for
learning new information, and faith in God's work through Jesus is best taught in an embodied
way. Shirley Morgenthaler ma1ais this clear:
Children learn most powerfully and effectively when adults provide experiences
which tab the child's capacity to comprehend into account. For children, this means
that there are regular patterns of participation which can be remembered and
understood."
For children learning the faith (and also for new convedB to Christianity), repeated action in
worship becooies a by avenue for embodiment:
Liturgy is ritual. It is the repeated and repetitious telling ofthe faith story so that all
UDderstand. For children, this means the predictable points of participation to which
they can look forward from SIDI.day to Sunday are important. For all Christians, this
shared ritual is powerful beyond immediate experience as a way of communicating
their membership in the church universal....
. . . For children, the opportlmityto participate in prayers by folding hands and
kneeling is a powerful point of entry into liturgy. So too, the exchange ofpeace and

the rims that should accompany it How an, solemn orations proclaimed by a lcadar in a given cuJtun, and what an,
the 1radi1ional gestures or pomns BSS1DDcd by the assembly to Cllpl'CSS the attitude ofrevmmcc and communion
with the leader- bowed heads, hands lifted up, standing, sitting. e r ~ ? The rim of communion has much
community spirit" Chupungco, "Rllenvisioning." 80. Chupungco is asking an impcr1Bnt question. Cottmdually,
whet fi111 with this cuJtun, of bclicvcrs? Is 1hat ritual action goins to help m hinder du, proclamation of amst? Whm
we begin to BDSWm' the-, qucs1iClllll, we begin to undcnland how to employ ritual actions within a particular cultlral.
contm.
n Shirley K. Mmgan!halc:r. ~ M Bccbr and Gmy L. Bcrtcls, Childnn in Worship: ull.fOIU.frr,,n
lunrm:h (River Forest. IL: Pillars, 1999). 52--53.
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making the sign ofthe cross. These acts become children's early entry into the liturgy
ofthe Church.•
With this pedagogy in mind, it is essential to engage worshiping Christ:iam, especially children,

in a holistic way when teaching them about the work of God through Jesus. The ritual of a
community allows one to be formed by the teachings of a local congregation and shapes tbcm. to
further express their faith within that community.• As the Word of God through liturgy is passed
down from generation to generation, Morgent.baler clearly shows the importance of

accompanying this teaching with ritual movement.
In a helpful summary of these thoughts on ritual, Power says, "Ritual's capacity to

encompass exploratiODS of fresh insight, even in bodily movement, gives it a place among the
factors of social and cultural change or common meaning.''40 Ritualized behavior, then, becomes
a defining characteristic of a worshiping community as it strives to express faith in Christ in its
local context As we seek to explore the use of embodied ritual in the Divine Service, it will be
beneficial to explore the American cultural context in which this would be employed in The

Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod.

The Nairobi Statement

There is tension in being in the world and not ofit (John 17:6-19.) Ritual action couched in
cultural context md inculturation are tools ofthe church to proclaim the gospel in a relevant and
transcendent way. However, the culture is often not in step with the message of the church. What
happens when the two are not aligned or are even hostile toward one mother? At times the

• MorgantlBlcr, Bcck.cr and Bertels, Childnn in Womp, 53.
:111 :rust's posil:icn is, "Rituals Cllllle communities to cahm, es a group. and in many cases, 1hat cohesion is thi,
means by which the group is able 1D survive with its identity inlact .. . ReligiDUS communities ... depend on ritual
not men,ly to establish identity tu also 1D hand down faith to new hearers and succeeding gerunti.01111." Just.
H,flffn on Earth, 35.
40

Powm-, U-archaba Richu, 86.
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church can appropriate or tolerate culture; at times it must worlc. to change or reject it The
Nairobi Statement is one tool for providing guidance in navigating the sometimes-complex
intersection of embodied womhip and culture. This fundamental document discussing womhip
and culture came out ofthe third illtemational consuhation ofthe Lutheran World Federation's

Study Team on Worship and Culture in Nairobi, Kenya, in 1996. It seeks to understand the
dynamics between womhip and the world's many local cultures.41 This statement draws four
conclusions about womhip and culture: womhip is transcultural, womhip is contextual, worship is
counter-cultural, and womhip is cross-cultural.
Worship ofthe Triune God is tran,cultural, in that elements of it transcend all culture.
Elements ofwomhip such as reading ftom. the Bible and confessing the ecumenical creeds can be
accessed and practiced by any culture. The same substance of womhip is univen1ally shared
"acrou time, space, culture, and confession."c Liturgy is transcultural in that it deliven1 the gifts

of God to all people regardless oftime or place. Womhipers can 1ravel across the world and still
receive the same gifts of Word and Sacrament So, the womhipper, regardless oftheir
background or bearings, can embrace the liturgy. It matterB not if ODC congregation's ritual is
identical to another's so long as the movement is faithful to the God-given liturgy of Word and
sacraments.
We understand that worship is contextual in and through the incarnation of Jesus Christ
Through His contextual ministry and presence, we know that "God can be and is encoUDtered in

the local cultures of our world" through the proclaimed Word. a Through the methods of

41 Llllha'an WorldFcdaatiCII, "The Nairobi Sta1mncm1 on Worship and Cultun,: 1996." in Wonhip and
Culbus: Foreign Cmmtry or HotMland? ed. Gliucia Vucanclcs Wilby (Gmnd Rapids: Bcrdmans, 2014), 137-42.
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Llllha'an WorldFcdaatiCII, "Nairobi Statement," 139.

a Llllha'an WorldFcdaatiCII, "Nairobi Statement," 139.
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dynamic equivalence"" and creative assimilation45, contextualization af liturgical cerem.onyta
takes place, while respecting both Christianity and local cultures. For example, offering a

handshake at the time ofpBBBing the peace or the clapping of hands during a song are the
assimilation af American gestures into the liturgical rite. Elements from the culture ''should
always 1DJ.dergo critique and purificationH47 to make sure they clearly proclaim. Christ before
being used in worship.

Worship is countercultural. A worshiping congregation does not conform to the
world/culture around it There are aspects of culture that will be completely rejected by the
church because they contradict God's Word. Since the church presents a Christ-centered view af
reality, it will necessarily present an antithesis to culture, which af itself, does not present the
centrality of Christ. Ritual action can be couotercultural in order to highlight the tnmscendence
of God: an individual may bow before the altar when approaching the Lord's Table or lift up
hands in prayer. These ritual actions, while appropriate in the midst afthe liturgical rite, would
not be commonly used outside of worship.
Finally, worship is cro,1-cultural. This is especially necessuy to remember in the
multicultural mix that exists in American congregations. Jesus came to bring salvation to all
people (objective justification,) and there exists one invisible church that includes people of all
tribes and nations (Rev. 7:9). Cultural elements may be shared across cultural contexts, further

44
Dynamic ,qwa16nc, is the "intelligibility ofthe 1nmllation" in tams of the IIUdicm:c. "Such intelligibility
is . . . to be mcasun,d .. . in tcnns of the 1Dtal. impact the mmsagc has cm the anc who m:cives it" See Eugene A
Nida and Clmles R. Taber, Th, 111,ory and Practic, ofTrarulation (Leiden: Brill, 1974). 22

45
er.ativ, auimilation is a fonn of incultureti.cm whm'c cultural rites and linguistic cxprallions arc
assimilated to be used in litlrgi.cal rites. See ClnJplqco, LitlU'gical IIICllltMration, 44--41.
41 In this thesis, liturgical c,r,mony is definm as the mnbcllishments of warship: vestments and paraments,
lituigical colors, processions, incense, music, posturm, and gestlrcs. Wqcr, 111,ology ofWorYlip, 13.
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expressing the universality of the gospel. Within a multicultural cmigregation, ritual action can
unite where cuhure and language fail. The very use ofliturgical rite can be familiar and connect
believers of different backgro1D1.ds to one another and their Lord.
From these four worship and culture conclusions, we gain a clarity of how the worship of
God relates to His people in every time and place. His Word is universal and speaks to every
tribe and language. And while applying that word to specific cultural contexts, one is careful to
contextualize in a way that clearly communicates the cen1ral reality of the Bible - Jesus Christ
crucified and risen to bring His people forgiveness and life. When this is communicated clearly,
the cmigregation can actively receive the 1ruth ofthis message.
The Nairobi Statement offers a perspective from which to approach embodied worship. It is
clear that worship is most helpful when performed within its actual cultural context It is also
undeniable that ritual is a gift that unites Christ's church and proclaims the gospel. This
document offers an understanding of how the intersection of the two can be joyful, and yet, their
discord not insurmomrtable. Worship's contextual and crou-cultural properties lead a believer to
more easily engage in and fellowship through the accompanying ritual. Its transcultural and
cross-cultura1 aspects allow a congregation the comfort that not all ritual must be cohesive within
the body ofbelievers or even with the outBide world Such guidance is useful as worshippers
identify, create, and assess ritual within their own cultural context

The Amerlam. Wonhlp Contot
As an LCMS believer desires to employ the embodiment of worship into the Divine

Service, he will need to understand the dynamics of doing so in the American worship context.
What makes contextualizing wonhip to American churches unique? As with all cultures, the

American one exists in a fallen world and is rife with challenges. The Nairobi Statement's
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reminders that worship is tnmscu1turaJ. and oouotercultural can be useful when addressing some

ofthe defining cbaracterist.ics of American culture: namely cODBum.erism, individualism, and
passivism.
In speaking of the counter-cu1tural aspect ofwonhip, S. Anita Stauffer writes, "In my own
culture of North America, for example, the narcissism and overwhelming cODBum.erism are

contradictory to the fabric of Christian faith and worship. Wonhip is inherently both corporate
and participatory; therefore, it cannot be planned primarily for consumption or entertainment.,,.

A recent development in Americm Christianity bas been the rise ofthe "Mega-cbun:b." While
these churches are often aware of culture and strive to make worship contextual and relevmt to
current culture, this sometimes leads to a presentation ofthe gospel purely as entertainment,

resulting in a stripped-down, basicrite. It caters to the individualistic American worshiper who is
seeking the fulfillment offelt needs through "entertainment evmgelism" met often allows for
very little congregational movement.• However, the ''mega-cburcb." is not the only one that
wrestles with this challenge. As one looks around the American cbun:b landscape, the desire for
entertainment in wonbip is rampmt met The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod is not immmi.e

to these 1rends. While employing embodiment into worship will not stem the insatiable desire for

Americans to be entertained, it will provide them with another avenue of being engaged in the
communicated gospel that is proclaimed in the Divine Service. Ritual and ceremonial rite point
to Christ in a tangible way md demODBtrate that the participmts are involved in something
greater thm themselves.

• S. Anita Stauffi:r, "Warship: Ecumenical. Con, and Cuhural. Conl:ellt," in Wonhip tllld Cultun: Fomgn
Count,yorH01Mlandcd. Glaucia V111C011CClcs Wilby (GrandRapids: Emlmena, 2014). 211.
• JamesF. Whiu:, Chriman WonhipinNorlhAlurica:AlutTmp«:tiw: 1955-1995(Colqeville,MN:
Liturgical, 1997), 132.
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So, how does the American individual participating with their body-and-soul in worship
find further fulfillment in community instead offeeling secure in their own narcissistic reality?
Timothy D. Son looks at the challenges of individualism. in American society, highlighting the
value placed on independence and self-reliance.'° The corrective would be to consider the
biblical and even civic republic notions that individual personhood does not mean fleeing into
solitary reliance, but instead looking to the societal need ofrelationship for the benefit of the
other. However, this has not been the dominant practice in general American culture.
Individualism lived out thorough individual thought and preference has undermined societal
relationships. This type of society makos it difficult for churches to find their niche. Son writes,

On the practical side, today's congregations experience many difficuhies in
establishing meaningful relationships with the general public. Today,joining a local
faith community no longer has the necessity it once had. In the vastly increased
pluralism of American society, a local congregation no longer stands as a community
of moral authority but as one ofthe various competing sociocultural groups. As the
number of ccmpeting groups (including other religious groups) increases, so the
relative status of each group equalizes. Consequently, the relation of an individual to
another individual, or to any given religious group becomes less a matter of necessity
and more a matter of personal choice. Communal membenbip in a congregation
becomes an individual preference not a matter of societal or family destiny.51
The dominant solution to this dilemma in the United States has been to cater to the culture in a
way that meets feh needs ofthe individual, furthering the perceived individualistic reality of
one's nature. As such, a worshipper feels no need to engage in worship. He can interact with the
liturgical rite as he libs without any consideration for how his action or inaction impacts his
fellow believer. If one does not value the community, there is little impetus to join in the ritual

that unites the family of believers. As a corrective to individualism in the American church, Soo

'° Timothy D. Son, labial PracticH in Con,grwgational ldmtity Fonnation (Lanhun, MD: Lcxingtoo, 2014).
lSS-58.
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asks probing questions, ''Can an individualism. in which the self has become the main form of

reality really be sustained? ... How can congregations help them to realize the importance of
community where their moral and ethical responsibilities are shared and to be acco1mtable to one
another, while benefiting from its genuine support and meaningful relationships?'"2 The tint
question is phrased in a way to demand the answer, ''No," but it is not clear that individualistic
Americans are looking for a change anytime soon. However, by answering the second question,
the Christian church in the United States will not simply negate the notion of individualism. but
find ways to incorporate the individual into the comm.Jmal.
Passivism. is another obstacle to full and embodied worship that libly stems from a lack of
full manifestation of reformation ideals. Senn provides a proper grievance of what led to a lack
of lay participation in the divine service: "Unfortunately, the role of the laity has often been
usurped by the clergy in the Western churches, both Catholic and Protestant. While the
Protestant Reformation recovered the doctrine of the priesthood ofbelieven (1 Pet 2:9),
Protestant churches have not always fully implemented the liturgical expression ofthe lay
priesthood ''!I The priesthood of all believers is a seminal teaching that arises from Martin
Luther's writing and has had major implications into how the church is run and governed; yet
when it comes to worship, lay participation has continued to be stagnant and was never fully
recovered. In his assessment, Senn gives examples that involve action ofthe congregation. The
offering and spoken intercessory prayer have allowed for intentional congregational expression,
but often the examples ofthe assembly's involvement in wonhip end there. st Due to the lack of
recent precedent, there is little reason for the laity to expect or pursue a deeper participation.

D
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st Senn, Nn Crwa#on, 43-44.
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Sadly, the people sitting in the pews are deeply steeped in the pitfalls ofthe American
culture. Worship, and especially embodied worship, allow one to find a corrective to
comumerism, individualism, and passivism, that provides a richer and fuller existence within the
gospel of Jesus Christ as it is proclaimed and received in community. As one desires further
embodied worship within their own American church, one must look at their own theological
context to determine how this can be best taught and employed.

Martin Luther'■ Thedogy ofWonbip

While a study of cultural context is vital to the adaptation of embodied worship, a
theological context is similarly important for accomplishing that in a faithful way. A look at a
theology of worship, as clarified at the time of the Reformation, has f01mdational elements for
The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod. Martin Luther's theology of worship is based on ''his
teaching on creation, the atonement, the church, and justification."" For Luther, these are all act■
of God for his people, and in light ofthose act■, which God has worked for our blessing and
benefit, we understand our relationship to Him. God gives in a tangible way, and we actively

receive. Therefore, Luther brought worship into its new status. As TDDothy Masc:blce states,
"Worship was no longer a burdensome drudgery, an obligation; in■tead, it was a joyous privilege

and an opportunity to receive generous blessings from God and to respond to His gracious
presence.'"' Worship reflects those truths of our unique creation by God as body-and-soul people
and acknowledgement of our new creation in Baptism, the reconciliation of God with His people
through the meritorious work of Jesus Christ, the establishment of His church as the gathering of

" V!.lmos Vaj1B, l.MIMr on Wonhip (Philadelphia: Muhlmilcig. 1958). xii.
" Timothy H. Maschke, GalMnd Guutr: A Guid, to WoTMip in tM l.lllMran Church, 2nd ed. (St. Louis:
Canccrdia, 2000), 107.
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His people UDited by Him, and the pronouncement of our forgiveneBS and righteousness in Jesus.

These elements of worship were foundational for Luther in a return to the proclamation ofthe
gospel through worship. Maschke reminds us, "Luther did not desire to leave the Roman Church.
Although excommunicated, he continued to seek to reform the Roman Church to an earlier, more
pure, state, not to establish a new 'religion.' ... Lutherans cominue to respect with a critical eye
the traditional elements received :from the larger Church.'"7 Maschke later notes that when
Luther worbd in the realm ofworship, he retained the elements in the mass that were not
"contrary or destructive to the Gospel."" This aids us in creating a framework for establishing
embodied worship in the divine service. The movements that aid in the proclamation and
reception ofthe gospel should be retained or may be implemented Those that distract the
congregation :from the worship of Jesus should remain unused. This determination will be best
made with consideration for both the theology md culture of the congregation.
It is important for us, in spealcing of embodied worship, to note that we are not referring to
any type of infused grace of habitus that is spoken of by the scholastics. Vilmos Vajta notes that
"Faith was to them a qualitas haerens in corde, excluso Christo, and so a rather static
condition."" He counters that Martin Luther's dynamic concept of faith cannot exist unless
Christ himself comes, fights and vanquishes. This will affect the way that we speak about the

body. We are not the primary actors in worship, and our bodies are not reaching out to God.m We

n Meschke, GatmrsdGwm, 48.
"Meschke, Gatmrsd Gw8b, 51.

"Vajta,LIIIMron Wonhip, 8.
m Lathrop wisely warns against the pride of warship practioea. -rhaie practices do aak of us a cmtain
caution, lest thDy become the way we think we an, climbing up to the top of the pile of lmmenity. When the
lituigical things we do are conceived as our ladder to God, our way to compel God, our mam of CJa:ellcnce
clistinguishq us from othar wmcha!, thDy become part of our self-deception. Still, none of the core mattars---the
pmctice11--0f Christian worship can be appropriely used in such a way when 1hey are understood accxmling to
their crigin and their deepest inlmltion. Their meaning will ultimat.ely explode in the face of such stances of aelf-
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are instead enlivened with faith by the work of Jesus who bas sent His Holy Spirit - the Spirit
who bas "called me by the gospel, enlightened me with his gifts, sanctified and kept me in the
true faith. ' 711 And for Luther, this faith is realized in wonhipG and receives all that Christ gives,

since Christ is present in faith. Thus, faith and worship are not simply psychological acts because
these are both fully works of Christ for, in, and through us. ID To summarize, Vajta concludes that
Luther's view of worship contains two parts: Worship is ''the work of God in the church," and
worship is "the work of faith.,,.. These are then seen in the way that we embody worship. God
bas wmbd faith into us through His Word. In the divine service we bear and receive that word
once again. With this faith in our hearts and on our lips, the Holy Spirit brings about the fruit of
faith in our lives and in our worship. The liturgical rite, then, is a beautiful picture ofthe daily
Christian life. The believer receives God's gifts as He acts in her life; then she reacts to that great

love. Embodied worship is, in essence, practice for our everyday life. When the incarnate Lord
gives himself to his people, they respond in active, tangible ways. How can they do otherwise?
As we apply embodied ritual to individual worshiping communities and cultural contexts,

we do so keeping in mind the words ofthe Formula of Concord:
We believe, teach, and confess that the congregation of God of every place and every
time bas, according to its circumstances, the good right, power, and authority [in
matters truly adiapbora] to change, to diminish, and to increase (ceremonies), without
thoughtlessness and offense, in an orderly and becoming way, as at anytime it may
be regarded most profitable, most beneficial, and best for [preserving] good order,
[maintaining] Christian discipline [and for su~ worthy ofthe profession ofthe
gospel], and the edification ofthe Church....

righteousnms." Lathrop, Holy P•op•, 15.
11 Bmm,
11

am1 Dau, "The Small Call:chism II," 545.

Vajta,Ldr.ron Worship, 12.

ID Vajta,Ldr.ron

Worship, 19.

114 Vajta, Ldr.r on

Worship, 25.
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... Thus [According to this doc1rine] the chun:b.es will not condemn one another
because of dissimilarity of ceremonies when, in Christian liberty, one bas less or
more of them, provided they are otherwise agreed with one another in the doctrine
and all its articles, also in the right use of the holy Sacraments, according to the wellknown saying: Dissonant/a ieiunii non di&solvit con&onantiamfldei; ''Disagreement
in fasting does not destroy agreement in the faith. " 65
Not evt:ry congregation is going to look the same in wonbip and practice because ofthe
differences in what will be profitable and beneficial for each community. Embodied rituals that
edify the chUTCb will be a benefit to any Christian community that wishes to add them to its
worship.

Wonhlp In the Divine Sen1ce
As the members of The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod are familiar with the Divine

Service, they may more fully and faithfully participate in it. The influence of culture and ritual
within such worship is undeniable, and the Nairobi statement offers guidance on the relationship

between the two in worship. Further, the cultural context within the United States and the
theological context as set forth by Luther offer insight on why best practices exist. With this
setting cODBtructed, an inspection of the actual liturgical rite follows. What is the essence and
nature ofthe service, and bow does that inform the believer's participation?

There are certain elements that make the Divine Service in The Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod distinct:i.ve. It will necessarily be unique, since "the Church itself differs from
every other bmnan society. It is a universal and permanent institution in a world of change.•• It

is also not a ''nondescript collection of devotional forms. It bas but one theme, and that the

115 Bmm, and Dau, ~ Fannula of Concord: ~ Declarati.onX: Of Chm:h Rims, w in Concordia
7'riglotm, 105~1. A similar quote appears inBradshlw and Johnson, Euchari&tic Libugi.a, 255.

• Lulhm- D. R=d, 77M Lu/M,rm I..iturgy: .A. Stu4> of0. Common S•mc. of0. Lu/M,rm Claud, in .A.nwrica
(Philadelphia: Muhlanbmg, 1947). 2.
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loftiest. It loves to proclaim. the Gospel of Jesus Christ, and through that, to reveal God to the
worldtn In the introduction to Lutheran Worship, Norman Nagel so beautifully clarifies what
Christ centered worship looks like:
Our Lord speaks, and we listen. His Word bestows what it says. Faith that is born
from what is heard acknowledge the gjfts received with eager thankfulness and

praise....
. . . Saying back to him what he has said to us, we repeat what is most true and sure.
. . . Before him we acknowledge that we are sinners, and we plead for forgiveness.
His forgiveness is given us, and we, freed and forgiven, acclaim him as our great and
gracious God as we apply to ourselves the words he has used to mab himself known
to us. The mytbm of our worship is from him to us and then from us back to him. He
gives his gjfts and together we receive and extol them.•
This mytbm is beautiful in its simplicity and tabs the focus off us. IfGod is the gracious giver,
then our affect is to receive. And since He even leads our response, our affect is to respond and
embody all that He works through us. Frank Senn also summarizes the idea that Nagel presents.
The liturgy has also been called 'the divine service,' implying that it is the work of
God There is no dichotomy between the work ofthe church and the work of God if
we recall that the church is 'called, gathered, enlightened, and sanctified' by the Holy
Spirit. By means ofthe Spirit the work of God and the work ofthe church are
ontologically one.•
This helps us understand physical participation ofthe individual in the divine service. As the
Spirit works in the hearts of His people, those gathered as church participate in ritual postures
and movement in the divine service only because that Spirit is at work in them and is bringing

about transformation through His Won1 ,a Peter Brunner then comments on how this Spirit-led

tn lu:ed oontinues his thought in sayu:g '"It lives to offer the Holy Sacrament fir the spiri1ml. comfort and
s1nmg1hening ofbelieveni. It lives to express the faith, gratitude, and joy of Christian communities. Aa the Clwrch's
llllDllal ardar of warship en the Lard's Day it is unique, purpaiefu1 and powmful. In its aeveml parts and in its
totality it builds up a towering majesty ofthought and exprelllion, which exceeds that of any other liturgical farm in
the Clwrch's 111e." Rl:ed, LlltlMranLibugy, 217.

• The Commission on Warship of The Luthmm Omrch---Missour Synod, LlltlMran Wonhip (St Louis:
Coru:cnlia, 1982). 6.
• Senn, Nrw Crsation, 42.
,a Aa the Holy Spiritgatrun us by calling us thnqh the gospel, Peter Brunner simply ltates, "The
congregations aaembled for worship is called and gathered by the proclamation of the apostolic Gospel of Je11111
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worship is proclaimed and embodied:
The congregation's Spirit effected response to the gift of salvation, conveyed in Word
and Sacrament, is itself word. Also where this response involves a physical gesture,
this gesture is not mute, but vital through the words accompanying it. This
responding. confessing. thanking. and glorifying word of the congregation will
always recall the great and saving deeds of God's might; it will acknowledge, laud,
and glorify them prayerfully, and in this manner also proclaim and present them to
others.71
The Holy Spirit affecting our spirit in worship is vitally important. h is the foundation and
root of all movements in which we may participate. Completely and fully, we are engaged in
worship, body-and-soul It would be to our benefit as Christians to worship in this way whenever
we gather as a congregation in Christ's name.
The Divine Service is also built around the understanding that ''worship is not what we lib
to do, but what God has chosen to do for our benefit. Worship is primarily His action in our lives

through Word and Sacraments, and only secondarily our action in response to that as prayer,

praise, and thanksgiving.72 God's action comes through His means of grace that the church
ritually enacts-The Word of God, Holy Baptism, The Lord's Supper, and
Confession/Absolution. Our Holy Spirit led response comes through our prayers, canticles,
hymns, songs and movements.
Similarly, we remember that our worship is primarily Christocentric, and as Christ comes

to us it becomes lllltbropocentric and embodied. It is shaped by applying the gospel to people
with an emphasis on the cross and the risen, incarnate Lord. As movement is introduced into the

worship service, it is always wise to analyze the motion in light ofthe Christo-centri.city of

Ctriat.• We do 11Dt galhm' ounclvc1 in warship, through the Crospcl, the Holy Spirit galm'I us. Peta- Brunner,
Wonhip in fM NOIM efJuus, trans. M H. Bcr1ram (St. Louis: Concordia, 1968), 143.
71

Brunner, Wonhip, 124.

72 Richard C.

Byer, Tlwy Will S•• Hi6 Faa (St. Louis: Coruxrdia, 2002). 9.
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worship so that the clear message ofthe rite is "Jesus for mo." In this way a worshiping
community can begin to prudently add ritual gesture and posture to their participation in the
Divine Service.?J
Describing our proper relationship to the various elements ofthe Divine Service, the
Apology ofthe Augsburg Confession offers this clarification:
Theologians are rightly accustomed to distingui.sh between a Sacrament and a
sacrifice. Therefore let the genus comprehending both of these be either a ceremony
or a sacred worlc. A Sacrament is a ceremony or work in which the promise anm,xed
to the ceremony offers; as, Baptism is a worlc, not which we offer to God, but in
which God baptizes us, i.e., a minister in the place of God; and God here offers and
presents the remiBBion of sins, etc., according to the promise, Mark 16: 16: He that
believetb and is baptized shall be saved A sacrifice, on the contruy, is a ceremony or
worlc. which we render God in order to afford Him honor.74
The sacramental elements in worship are "God's gifts and signs to us of His will," and the
sacrificial elements are "our responses of prayer, praise, and thanksgiving. •"l'I Luther's personal
note, echoing this idea, is that '7he only thing believers can give to God is a 'sacrifice ofpraise•
because the greatest sacrifice was Christ Himself, given ooce and for all.,,.
Finally, as we look to incorporate embodied ritual into the Divine Service, we remember
that it is naturally eschatological in nature. The coogregation gathers in part to look forward to

the time when we will have full unity with our triune God Glimpses ofthis muon are seen in
baptismal identity, in being drawn together around the altar to receive the body and blood of

7J See AL. Bany, TM Unchanging F•an: TM Nabln andBa.ri.r ofl..idMrrm Worship (St. Louis: ~
Ludunn Clnrch---Millouri Synod, 1995), 37-48, esp. pg. 40.

74 Bmm:

and Dau, "ApolOBY of the Augsburg Confession: Article XXIV: Ofthe Mass," in Conconlia

7'riglotta, 389.

" RIied, L1lt1wrrm Libugy, 8. To aid in the cangregation's undcrstemling of these elrmcmts, Iha presider either
faces toward the cangregation ID demansln1II Gcd's work towards us, or turns toward the altar to demanstrate our
o ~ before Him. See Brown, Living 1M Libugy, 42.
,. Maschke, GatMn,d Guests, 103. Meschb is quoting Luthm-, "On fM Babylonian Captivi~ o/lM Clirudi,"
AE 36:3--126.
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Jesus in comm:1mion with Him, and in songs such as the Sanctus that amicipate being in His
presence. This eschatology also looks forward to the day when we will be renewed body-andsoul and be united as oo.e people ar01md God's throne. As we worship, we anticipate what He is

doing today in us, and what He promises to do on the day that Jesus retums.77
The essence and nature ofthe Divine Service is the traosmissioo. ofthe gifts of God to His
people. This liturgical rite shows the Spirit-led work of God and proclaims what God has done

and will do for His people through His Christ. The focus is on Jesus who has fulfilled and will
fulfill all things. This is the focus as the worshiper participates in the rite. The actions of God's
people reflect Him rather than elevate self. And fiDally, as God's people are transformed by His
W onl and sacraments, they are enlivened to daily live out the very faith that they receive.

Condmdon
The cultural context of a coo.gregation will naturally influence its worship and practice.
Contextualizing worship will allow a congregation to use movement in worship to add a dynamic
to their liturgy that is culturally significmt without being cultura1ly dissonant to the gospel.
Movement and gesture with little consideration for their setting are ineffective at best. With this
in mind, ritual should be practiced intentioo.ally, especially considering the transcultural,
contextual, coumercultural, and cross-cultural properties of worship. As such The Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod in the United States must consider American tendencies and attitudes
toward wonhip and address these in light ofthe theology behind and the substance of the Divine

77
See Just, H,awn CR1 Earth, 19-21. Kavamgb. also mgucs far the cschatological focus of worship. "Due to
i111 eschatological intent, litmgy is about nothing lea than ultimate, IBthm- than immediate, survival It is a.bout life
forever by gmce and promise. Liturgy regards anything 1- es e. tnp and e. delusion hcstile to the gospel of Jesus
Christ. Lib the Sabbe.th, litmgy is far us rather than we for it But also like the Sabbath, liturgy is far us in that it
summons us by revealed Good News home to e. Preaence, to a life even now of communi.cn with 1he.t Presence. To
commune with 1he.t Presence is to be in e.t the end and at the centm' whm, the world is whole, fresh, and always
issuing new from the Father's hand through Christ in the Spirit" Kavanagh, On l.i.bugical 'l'Mology 153-54.
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Service.
The believer is in the world, not ofit. Therefore, worship, while embedded in our context

and not totally foreign to us, will most faithfully reflect the Creator and his design. As He reigns
over all, He calls us to himself in a way that draws his people together md brings us to himself body-md-soul.
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CHAPTER THREE
MOVEMENT, POSTUES, AND GESTURES FOR THE DIVINE SERIVCE
As we have explored, since we are body-and-soul people, the body is unambiguously

connected to all that happens in Christian worship.1 The movements of our bodies in worship
enable us to further participate in the Word of God and respond to it This aspect of movement is
never divorced from cultural norms, through which movements are interpreted In the American
culture where The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod resides, there are movements that are

helpful and beneficial to the formation ofthose present in worship.
In this final section, we will explore movements, postures, and gestures that have been

employed in Christian churches within varying cultural contexts. From there we can walk.
through the Divine Service, Setting One from. the Lutheran Service Boolr?- and make an argument

for the benefits of incorporating various movements into this service in LCMS congregations.3
As we do so, ritual actions should be evaluated based on the guidance gleaned from psychology,

sociology, proprioception, and context. These actions should be engaging and repeatable. They
should also be practiced with an awareness of the physical capabilities of the congregation. A
congregation should take care that their ritual actions are not culturally diuonant or crude. Ritual
should also be corporate in nature, when practical, being practiced by an assembly as a whole

1

"Wonhip involves motim" is Uzukwu's opcmq line in his introduction to W'onhip ru Body Langr,ag,.

a Commission m Worship, L1ltMnzn S•l'Yic. Book, 151--66.
3
While Divine Selvice, S.tting OM from the Lu/Mrrm S•""" Book and i111 \Ille in The Lutrunn Clnrch----Missouri Synod ac1II as tha foil through which ritual actions are mmminDd, the content and study me could be of
beru,fit to any congn,gatim or church body tmt may dmire to furthm- explore the incorporatim of ritual action into
i111 litmgical rite.
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and bringing unity to a motion's meaning. Movements should be intentional in order to align

with the liturgy and proclaim. its message. Finally, the ritual action must be Christocen1ric and
assist in proclaiming the work of Christ for His people.
With this in mind, some movements will be completely relevant, while others will be
unusable because they do not coincide with the message of the liturgy, the pattern of worship, or
even constraints ofthe worship space. The following elements will be suggestions for
congregational use so that the laity in the congregational assembly will have greater opportunity
to embody the elements ofthe divine service. While this thesis employs embodiment in worship

according to the Divine Service, Setting One in The Lutheran Service Book, it is not arguing that
this is the only means by which one can truly worship, nor are the movements and postures

mentioned here the only motions that can be used within the Divine Service.4

A Rmewed Partldpation
Participation in worship has been a continual goal of the Lutheran Church. In 1969, the
established practices of ritual action which had been used among LCMS congregations were
standardized in the Worship Supplement, which was published by the Commission on Worship
of The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod.' The Divine Service was printed with figures either

4 Kavaruigh warns against m ~ a hmi and fest rule aa well. "&wan ufliaugicalfanda,Mnta1i8,n.
Fundamentalism ofwmtever aart is a mindlcaa rcgrcuian into fantasy undertabn out of an obsessive fear of risk
and ambiguity. Fundamcmalists produce m poetry but JX0Pllilll1da, not litmgy but l!Clf-sarving bible study groups.
The litmgy, an 1he other hand, lie a 1angw,ae system, is shot 1hrough with the rich ambiguity of metaphor, symbol,
sacrament. and it is always c:hqng even whm it &ppc&[I not to be. No mare than the litmgy can afford to be
celebrated i n ~ but third, thim,cnth, or sixt=nth cc:ntury ceremonial fmms can a modem poet afford to wriu,
innothq but Cheuccrian Bnglish. Ona must not confuse li1urgical archaism, which is m1ive to times of high
religious significance, with li1urgical fundamentalism, which is C0IIIIBnt and obsessive." Aidan Kavanagh, ET.-a
o/Riu (New Ymk: Pueblo, 1966). 98--99.

5

The Commission an Worship of The Luthm-an Clwrch-MillllOUri Synod, Wonhip Supp,._nt (St. Louis:

Coruxrdia, 1969).
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standing. sitting. or kneeling at various points in the liturgical rite to direct the congregation in
these postures. While rubrics from previous hymnals regularly indicated these postures, this
service did away with the often used ''may" or ''shall" attitudes directing such rubrics. In this
way, the standard practices and postures which had been used for decades in The Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod were reflected in a concrete way. Then, Lutheran Worslrip, published
in 1982, offered further direction on postures of worship. Prime examples are the notes on the
liturgy presented for Divine Service I and II offered in the Lutheran Worslrip: Altar Boole.•
However, the Commission on Worship has not offered further exhortation or description of
posture or gesture in recent years.
Since the mid nineteenth century, the Roman Catholic Church has also worked to involve
the laity in the church's worship, including their bodily movements. In The Ceremonies ofthe

Roman Rite Described Adrian Fortescue and J.B. O'Connell include an appendix: ofRllles for the
Laity atMass. "For a solemn or sung Mass the General Rubrics give no rules for the laity
present They are supposed to take an active part in the ceremony with the sacred ministers and
clergy, md so the rubrics assume that, as far as possible, the laity will conform to the rules laid
down for the clergy.,.,
Pius XII was also ins1rumental in including more lay involvement in the Roman Catholic

Mass:
Pius XII ... legislated specific liturgical reforms ... In particular, this instruction
gave attention to various levels of active participation on the part of the faithful in
both s1D1.g md recited (''High" and "Low'') Masses md the way in which such
participation can be facilitated It insisted that interior attention should be joined to an
1 The Commission m Worship of The Luthrmn Clnm:h----MillllOUri Synod, LIIIIMran Wornp: A.liar Book
(St Louis, Concordia: 1982), 26-32.
7 Adrian Fortescue and J.B. O'Conni,ll, 'J'M C.NmoniU q/lM RJJman Ri• Ducrib•d (Westminster, MD:
Newman, 1958), 94.
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"outward participation manifested by external. acts, such as the position ofthe body
(kneeling, standing, sitting), ceremonial gestures, and above all, by the respODSes,
prayers and singing'•
Additionally, this reform included the opportunity for the singing ofhymns in the vernacular at
both High and Low masses. This led to a discussion at the Second Vatican Council that

addressed the question of a vemacular liturgical rite. The Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy
concluded that the Latin Mass could be 1ranslated into a parish's mother tongue after the review
of a territorial ecclesial authority.' The Constitution ofthe Sacred Liturgy also contained a
statement that seemed to propel the discussion of lay involvement in worship forward at a rapid
rate: "By way of promoting active participation, the people should be encouraged to take part by

me8118 of acclamatiODS, respODSes, psalmody, antiphODS, and songs, 88 well 88 by actiODS,
gestures, and bodily attitudes. And at the proper times all should observe reverent silence." 10 This
statement has been taken to heart and has led to the encouragement ofmore lay posture and
gesture in the Mass. For instance, The General Instruction ofthe Roman Missal includes
instructiODS for movements and posture, including times of standing, siting. kneeling, and
bowing.u The wide incorporation ofthis movement can be seen in the Mass at Roman Catholic

1
Bradshaw and Johnson, Eru:haristic LitM,giu, 302. See Sacred Congregat.i.cnRites, D, Mllsica Sacra
(September 3, 1958), AAS SO (1958): 630-33.

'Bradshaw and Johnson, Eru:haristic Lim,giu, 302-3. See "Constitution of the Sacred Liturgy: 36:4," in The
Documents of Vatican Il: Wi1h Notes and Comments by Catholic, Protestant, e.nd Or1hodax Authari.ties, ed. Walter
M Abbott, 1rans. Jaieph Gallaghm- (New Ymk: American, 1966). 151.
10 "Constitution on the

Sacred Liturgy: 30," 148. Roflcc:ting on 1his statement made at the Second Vatican

Council, Francis Cardinal Arinze sys, "While the Second Vatican Council ordered fuller, more comcious, and
active participation in the liturgy, it is of vital imponance that we accept 1hat the liturgy is primarily 10D1ething that
Christ dom, not something that we put together. It is something tlBt we receive, not something that we invent.
Arime, Gecqe, Bst6ve7., e.nd Pell, Cardinal R..jlM:tiom, 20. Yes, the liturgy is the gifts of God for the people of
Geel, but the ritml. actions and "fuller pa.rticipation" tlBt are incmporated into any litlrgical rim will be genarated
and influenced by the culture and are 10D1ething tblt cmgregations "put 1Dgelhm-."

u 0-ral Instna:tion o/lM RDman Mwal (Washing1xm, DC: United States Conference of Catholic Bishops,
2003). 25--Zl.
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Churches in the United States today.
As the priesthood of all believers gathers together as the body of Christ, we participate in

the act of incarnating the gospel of JeBUB Christ12 Wonhip is a form of proclamation13 and
acclamation of how God has wmked in this world, and how He continues to work through His
Word in our lives. Uzukwu further explains this thought:
There is a historical core to the story of Jesus the Christ as lived and narrated by
Christians, but it is a story in which as narrators we are inwlved, bow in wonhip, and
sing songs ofprayer, and as listeners we are prowbd to commitment. It is not
therefore a detached historical documentary. It is not a discourse about Jesus as the
Christ. h is a talking to our Lord. The story becomes the vehicle of the meaning of
our life as Christians.14
This namdion is enacted through speech, song. and movement ofthe 8BBembly engaging in
dialogue with the triune God. In the Divine Service, we reflect the entire reality of life: We are
fallen body-and-soul creatures who have been redeemed by the death and resurrection of our
Savior, Jesus Christ All movement in wonhip then reflects the truth and reality ofthis namdive.
Bernard J. Cooke reflects on the body of Christ's wonhip:
Somehow they must experience Christ being present to them, which is the ''flip-side"
oftheir experiencing the body of Christ Admittedly, this im.roduces a note of great
difficulty into liturgical planning and execution. People's awareneBB oftheir
bodilinCBB in relating to one another is a factor in this ritual participation, so in any
given situation people's cultural attitude toward bodiliness (for example, the
normality of greeting one another with an embrace rather than a hand-shake) needs to
be sensitively considered. Yet without a certain ease in dealing with one another
bodily, the kind offamiliarity and intimacy that should characterize an assembly of
Christians cannot exist15

12 "The inairmtian is God's self-amimunicaticm in thD mode of human bodi1inass, and Christ is tlws called
the primary 111CrB111ent of God's self-giving revelati.cn To cmtinue as mediator a1b:r the resurrection, Jesus Christ
must n,main bodily presmrt 1D the world, and he does this in and though the church." Powc:r, U-rm:hab• Ridlu,
197.
13 BnDmm- mabs the

statement that Holy Communion acts as a form of proclamation. Bnnmm-, Worship,

167.
14 Uzuk.wu,
15

Womp m Body I..anguap, 174.

Bernard J. Cooke, "Body and Mystical Body: The Clmch as Communio," inBodiu of Worship:
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All worship in the Divine Service is comm.UDAI, and many lmique individuals mab up this
community. With cultural. norms in mind, the congregation will develop ritual actions that not
only expnlllll faith but also enhance the unity of the body in worship.

The Dm1er In Prellcrlhln1 Rltaal Action

Martin Luther was wary to prescribe any ritual practices with the fear that others would
employ them as the sole form of worship. 11 In his introduction to the German Mass, ''Do not
mab it a rigid law to bind or entangle anyone's conscience, but use it in Christian liberty as
long, when, where, md how you find it to be practical and useful."17 Yet, this is what many did
and continue to do. To be clear, this thesis is offered in the spirit of Luther. It is not arguing that

the ritual actions described here within the Divine Service are the only movements md postures
that can be used in worship. However, there are many beneficial reasons for employing ritual

action into liturgical rite that have been argued above. Th.us, to suggest possible employments of
bodily movement in worship in the Divine Service, the material below is presented for
consideration.

Gelltares md Poatares

We are eager as God's people to worship in body-and-soul, md we join in worship to
present our bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to Him, not being conformed to this

&ploratiom in '11Mo,y andPractiu, ed Bruce T. Morrill (Colqeville. MN: Lituigical, 1999). 49.
11 See Duk G. Lange, "Worship: Tnmslating 1he Umanslatable," in Wonhip and Culbtn: Fomgn Cmmtry
or HotMland, ed Glaucia Vucancelos Wilby (Grand Rapids: Berdmllllll, 7014), 168.
17 Martin Luthm-, Lu/Mr's Warier: AIMrican Edition: YoZ- jJ: li""1fY andHyn,,u, ed Uhich S. Leupold
(St Louis, Concordia, 1965), 61. Dirk G. Lmige, also cites Luthm-'s thought, mying, "The litmgy is tre.nslated in
such a way that the Spirit is cantimmlly inteqreting can!md and culture and pushq it 1Dward the ppel, that is,
disrupting it in what we might call a countercul.tural. move." Latp, "Warship: Tm.nslating 1he Untranslatable," 170.
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world, but transformed by the renewal of our minds to discern what is good and acceptable and
perfect as the will of God (Rom. 12:1-2). Edgar Brown states, "Along with the words and music
which are the rite, there are also certain ceremonial provisions. Words are not enough, for there
have to be movement and action. Worship would be rather dull if people assembled and just sat
for the whole time, but even that too is action. We are doing something.,,ia
Ritual actions reflect our liturgy of word and sacrament. They reflect our reception of
God's sacramental gifts through the Divine Service and reflect our sacrificial response to Him in
prayer and praise. They reflect His call to us to worship him in various ways. Ps. 95:6 calls us to
''worship, bow down and kneel before the LoRD our Mabr." These three postures have the

connotation of prostration or lying face down on the gromi.d, ofbowing or bending a knee down,
and of going down on both knees before God These three physical manifestations of our bodyand-soul worship show our attitude that exists as we come into His presence.Ill The Psalmist
reflects an embodied worship, where physical posture reveals spiritual attitude.
There are also movements that may be made individually or corporately that include the
form of dance. Depending on a congregation's context, moving or swaying in joyful response to
God's work may be highly appropriate at certain points ofthe liturgical rite. Sometimes the tone
of music used in the service will aid this addition. Additionally, clapping can be added alongside
music that has a meter that allows for this. As with all movement of posture and gesture,
elements that clearly commmi.icate the Gospel of Christ's work for his people and our joyful
response to that work are both appropriate and desirable (Ps. 149:2-3.)

11 Edgar S.

Brown, Living th. Libugy (Philadelphia: Famsa, 1961). 8.

Ill Beca111e of libly diflicul.ties of space, the lat1m two are the most libly to be used in the Divini,

Smvice.
For a brief study ofthese scripbralpostmes. see William J. Schmeider, Oh, C-, utm Wonhip.... SbulyGrlid,
for A.dull8 (St. Louis: Concordia, 1981). 6--10.
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Whm incorporating ritual action, it is important that we are intentional and considerate in
the use of movement in the Divine Service. John F. Baldovin, speaking from a Roman Catholic
viewpoint, asks the question, "Is merely standing during the Eucharistic prayer sufficient to
communicate participation in this sacred act of thanksgiving that articulates the church's faith
and transforms the simple gifts of bread and wine, in the power of the Spirit, into the life ofthe
world? The real question to ask here is: How will standing be embodied as prayerT"IIJ This
question highlights the need to educate the congregation on possible meanings that exist for
various postures and gestures and instructs a community toward intentionally in their use of
corporate postures and gestures. Baldovin also states,
We must be attentive, both to bow our theology and piety will shape our postures and
gestures in the liturgy as well as ... to bow bodily attitudes at worship will shape our
theology and piety. What we do with our bodies at worship has far more effect on our
experience than we usually think. The question before the church today is not
whether our liturgical prayer will be embodied, but how. 11
It is the position ofthis paper to agree that both axioms, lex orandi, lex credendi, and lex

credendi, lex orandi, need to be applied to our 1m.derstanding ofthe body in worship.23 The bodyand-soul person reflects faith in God's Word through posture and gesture, and posture and
gesture will continue to be formative to our faith and belief in His Word.
As we move into describing some ofthe different movements that are used in worship, the
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JolmF. Baldovin, "An EmbodiedBlElmistic Prayer," in TM Postiuu oflnll A.ualbly During lnll
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simple definition to distinguish between gestures and postures is that gestures have to do with the
movement of one's hands and head, and postures are a movement of one's entire body. Both are
communicative movements in worship. Whichever movements are used, "'They should have the
naturalness appropriate to such communication and avoid seeming bizarre, overwrought,
precious, or humdrum.,,n Instead they should be innate and genuine. As Leonard and Mitchell
state, "Just as the body is the real 'symbol' ofthe soul, so physical gestures are the real symbols
ofthose attitudes that flow from a human being's soul. '"M Th.us, the postures and gestures that are
used in worship would be misunderstood ifthey were simply performed according to personal
taste or preference, but truly, these motiODB communicate a reality of our relationship to God and
to one another in the Divine Service. Our communal movements will then speak the 1ruth ofthe

gospel to ounelves and to the others gathered with us in worship.
Gathering
Simply, presence in worship is itself a form ofmovement. By gathering with others, our
bodies are physically present and active in a way that is unique. We gather to receive gifts :from
God that He promises to uniquely give through His Word and Sacrament.25 At a purely basic

level, we have made it a point to be in a particular place at a particular time to worship, and this
worshipful action is the primary movement that opens the opportunity to all other movement in
worship. We gather as the body of Christ (Rom. 12:5; 1 Cor. 12; Eph. 4), and James White
comments, that "as we gather to recognize the Lord's body, we also learn what it is to be fully

Z1

Kavanagh, EZ-1118 a/Ria, 52.

:M Leonmd and Mi1chell, Pomuu oftM A.t.ffmbly,

15.

25 Arthur

A Just 1111)'11 that "our warship must immediately proclaim to our unbelieving neighbors 1hat
something is happening in the lituqnr thlt IBppens nowhm: else in all of c:reatian. God, who is evmywhme, chooaes
to locate Himself in the liturgy in Word and Sacrament." Just. H•awn on Earlh, 26.
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human. The body that takes shape on Sunday morning is a body already discerning the presence
ofthe Lord in the flesh even as it gathers for worship .... Meeting is important; assembling is
part of Christ's work among us.'.. As body-and-soul creatures, we gather presently in worship

with otbmB in the presence of our creator, who has created us to worship him in body-and-soul
and to join with otberB in doing the same. White mentiODB that in this we "learn what it is to be
fully human" because it is what God has created humanity to do, to live in a perfect loving
relationship with Him and one another. When we gather together in worship, we are participating
in this beautiful and basic act that expresses who and whose we are.

Standing and Sitting
Standing in worship has acted as a cultural sign of reverence and respect.r, The
congregation stood in synagogue worship whenever the law was read• and standing is the
regularly prescribed posture for daily prayers in the Miahnah.211 It is the assumed posture in the
New Testament (Marie. 11:25; Matt. 6:5; Luke 18:11, 13), even in reflecting repentance. 311
Standing continues to be used by Christians in worship at times ofhighlighted action, or when
the congregation is expected to actively participate. Maschke states, "As gathered gues1B, we
aclmowledge our Host and His words to us. Standing also reminds the gathered guests that the
W md, Jesus Christ, is truly present.•,:,1

:111 White, Chri&tian

Worahip, 301.

r, Leonard and Mitchell poim out lhat standing

"was the posture lllll0ciated with 1eIVice" in the eru:ien1
Greco-Roman world, "and hmce signaled the status of servantship, subservience cx- even slavmy." Leo1llrd and
Mitchell, P08luru oftlv A&wmbly, 22.
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Sitting, on the other hand, is often used for elements in the service that are lengthier, such
as during longer hymns or the sermon, and ''helps to focus our attention.nn Sitting also allows for
times of quiet reflection, contemplation, and personal prayer during various elements ofthe
Divine Service. While some cul1:ures may be comfortable with standing for long periods, others
would see extended periods of standing as an 1DJ.due burden in worship. Therefore, the
opportunity for one to sit may be highly valued in many settings. Standing, pmred with sitting,

have been used as default postures in the assembly, and sadly, the intentionality of
congregational movement often goes no further than the congregation responding to prompts to
sit or stand for various elements.
Bowing
The bowing ofthe head in worship is as ancient as worship itself, and is a thoroughly
Biblical worship posture.33 Abraham's servam worshipped the LoRD by bowing his head when he
was brought to Rebekah (Gen. 24:26, 48),34 Israel bowed their heads when Aaron and Moses
proclaimed God's plan to deliver them :from Egypt (Exod. 4:31), and King David bowed his head

32 James L.

Bmum-, M•aning/ill Wonhip: A. Ovid. to fM LIIIMran S•l"lict1 (St Louis: Concordia, 1994). 20.

33 Cn.ig Douglas Erickson attests to its wide 1111e by God's people:

"Bowing is one oflhe body's antidotes for
pride, a means oflmmbq one's spirit befon, God. All the proud men ofthe earth bow down befon, the Lord (FIi.
21[22]:29). Bowing can also be an expression of1hankfulness (FIi. 137[138]:2). an acknowledgment of the iresem:e
of the Holy(Pss. 21[22]:9; 44[45]:11), an attitude forwonibi.p andadmat:ion(Gen. 24:26;ExDd 12:27; 34:8; 1
0mm. 29:20; 2 0mm. 29:29; Neb. 8:6), a postire of lament (FIi. 34[35]:14). a gesture of supplication (Bxod. 11 :8).
or a nwerential greeting exchanged between Immen beings (Gen 33:3, 7; 43:28). Bowing can also express
subordination. Subjects bow before a mawrch (Esther 3:2, 5); God's vanquished enemies will bow down before
lsnlel. (Gen 27:29) end before Yahweh (Ps. 71 [72] :9); even their gods will bow befon, !he Lcrd (FIi. 96[97]:7). All
the peoples of !he earth, in recognition ofthe universal. lordship of God, will glorify the Lord by bowing (FIi.
85[86]:9). Bowq is also a sign ofulti.mall: allegiana,, which is why the Bible expressly fmbids bowing before any
other deity (Bxod. 20:5; 23:24; 1 Kings 19:18; Ps. 80[81]:9; Mic. 5:13; Ram. 11 :4). J e s u s ~ his accepbmce
of God's will when, at !he moment of his glarificalion upon !he croa, he bows his head (Join 19:30)." Cn.ig
DouglasBricban,Parlicipatingin Wormip: Hi&tory. TMo,y, andPractict1 (Louisville: Westminister/JolmKmx,
1989). 164-65.
34 Noted in W mren,
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in prayer (Ps. 35: 13). It is a sign of respect and is an act of acknowledging Him as holy and
righteous as we come into his presence or call upon His name.
In The Ceremonies cfthe Roman Rite Described, Fortescue and O'Connell provide a

description from the church's medieval tradition and culture of what a physical bow looks like:
"In bowing. always keep the hands joined before the breast, unless they hold something. ... The

head is bowed deeply when certain words are said, for instance, at the holy name; when the three
Divine Penons are named Pater et Filius et Spiritw SanctJu; at Oremus; and during the Gloria
in excel&is, and the Creed. ''35 Even simply bowing one's head at the name ofthe Jesus is also an

option. However, this practice could also become a distraction for one paying attention to the
liturgical rite as one waits for every mention of Jesus in order to perform a perceived correct
action that accompanies the speaking of His name.
Further describing the bow, Fortescue and O'Connell distinguish between three separate
types ofbows that a lay member could also use in their embodied worship:
The rubrics prescribe several kinds ofoows (reverential, inclinatio). Thus sometimes
they say that the penon is profande inclinatus, sometimes that he is aliquantulum
inclinatus, sometimes merely inclinatw; or they say caput inclinat. Generally, three
bows are distinguished A LOW BOW (profanda inclinatio) is made by bending the
head and body so that the hands might touch the knees ifthey hung down; though, 88
a matter offact, they are kept joined before the breast The MEDnJM or MODERATE
BOW (media tncltnatio) is made by bending the head and shoulders less low than
before. The SIMPLE BOW is made by bending the head either in a marked way (this is
called a deep bow ofthe head and involves a slight bending ofthe shoulders), or not
so deeply (a bow ofthe head alone).•
The incorporation ofthe bow into worship, especially corporately, connected with specific
portions ofthe liturgical rite in the Divine Service may be a difficult cultural shift 88 anyone

35

Fortncuc and O'Connell, c,rrmomu ofth, Roman lats, 41.

• Fortncuc and O'Connell, c,rrmomu ofth, Roman Rits, 41.
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steeped in American culture is not quite accustomed to bowing.77 However, depending on
liturgical context, such as when one approaches the altar for the distribution, a bow may be
appropriate. If a congregation wants to begin implementing bow postures into their worship, it

may be prudent to begin by teaching a simple bow tint. It will also be necessary to teach a
community the significance behind a bow. Because ofthe biblical significance ofbowing.
teaching. and incorporating this posture into a body-and-soul engagement with the Divine
Service would likely have a profound impact on the embodiment of certain elements in the
liturgical rite. An argument for the incorporation of a bow at certain points ofthe Divine Service
will be given below.
Sign ofthe Cross
It is possible that there has not been a more beloved gesture in the church than the sign of
the CI'OIIS. 11B simplicity and depth of meaning make it a beautiful witness of the Christian's
identity in Christ Making the sign ofthe cross is a sign that we place over ourselves,
remembering our baptism, in which we are marked and redeemed by the cross of Jesus Christ•
Even though Martin Luther commends making the sign ofthe cross during morning and evening
prayer, the sign of the cross has grown out of use in the Lutheran church, with some disdaining
the practice as ''too Catholic." One could undentand the cODfusion, since it is a regularly
practiced gesture among Roman Catholics. However, given its history, it may better be
understood as a ''small c" catholic gesture.
The association ofthis gesture with the Roman Catholic Church is undentandable since it

77 Bowing in American cul1ure is actually more oommanly BIIIOCiatl,d with acknowledgemcmt of accolades.
Therefore, bowing may be dxqht of as drawing attmllion to ani,'s self instead of embodying refenmce to Goel The
incorporation of this posture would therefcre presem. an intcntianally counter-culllral. ritual action.
31
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is regularly used in the Roman Catholic Mus. Fortescue md O'Connell describe the way that the
sign of the cross is made in the Roman rite:
In the Roman rite the sign of the cross is made thus: Place the left hmd extended
under the breast. Hold the right hand extended also. At the word Patria raise it and
touch the forehead; at Filii touch the breast at a sufficient distmwe down, but above
the left hand; at Spirinu Sancti touch the left and right shouldeni; at amen join the
hmds ifthey are to be joined. When the sign is made with other words the same order
is kept. In making the small sign ofthe cross, the left hand is laid flat under the
breast, the right, fully extended (palm inwards) md pointed towards the left, is carried
to the forehead and with the left comer of the fleshy part of the thmnb (separated
from the fingers) a small sign of the cross with equal anns (+) is 1raced on the
forehead, touching the skin. The same action is repeated on the closed lips md in the
middle of the breast•
Another option is to bring together the "thmnb and fint two fingers of the right hand
together" u a reminder ofthe Trinity. Then touch the forehead, breast, md each shoulder to
ma1a, the sign ofthe cross. While different church bodies have their preference of which

shoulder is touched :tint, the order certainly does not matter. The Lutheran Worship: Altar Book
denotes that the sign ofthe cross is made •'by touching with the tips of the fingers the forehead
("My Lord Jesus Christ, came down from heaven'), then the breast ("and wu incarnate for me'),
the right shoulder ("and wu crucified for me'), and imallythe left shoulder ("and entered into
my heart').,,,. This wu a ubiquitous action for early Christians, which cm be seen in writings of
the Ante-Nicene Fathers. F. E. Wamm. cites Tertullian's description ofthe sign ofthe cross u a
gesture used ''in putting on our shoes, at the bath, at the table, in lighting our candles, in lying
down, whatever employment occupies us, we mm our foreheads with the sign ofthe cross.''41
Summarizing thoughts ofTertullian, Hippolytus and Justin Mlllfyr, Uzukwu says, ''The gesture

• Far1ucuc and O'Connell, C,mnoniu ofth, Roman lat,, 42.
40

Commission an Worship, Llllh,ran Wonhip: Altar Book, 26-27.

41 Wauen, LitJuy andRiblal,

87. He is citing Tmtullian, D, CoronaMilitu, cap. iii,; P.L., ii. 80.
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of making the sign ofthe Cl'OBB, tracing it on the forehead and other members, is in itself
Christian prayer. It demarcates the recipient as a possession ofthe Christ and ensures protection
against satanic powers.•oa This ''possession of the Christ" is a reality that occurs at one's

baptism. When we make the sign of the cross on ourselves, we recall our immersion into the
death of Christ (6:4) which eternally marks us with His cross.43 We make the sign of the cross as
a sign of removing anger and false passions from our lives which leads to having a crou

engraved heart offaith in the work of Jesus. 44 We make the sign ofthe cross to declare our faith
alongside other Christi811.B as we together remember and proclaim that we are God's baptized
people.45
Kneeling
Kneeling acts as a posture of humility and "enacts adoration, supplication, contrition, or
repentanoe.' 1411 In American culture today people rarely kneel for any reason, so one can consider
this action quite counter-cultural.. Brauer reflects our depravity in this posture, noting. "It helps

us express our reliance on God.''47 It is the posture of the beggar, the one who is in need and
desires something from the one before whom they kneel. When we kneel before God, we show
that we are in need of His gifts that we cannot receive anywhere else. Kneeling became more
popular as a posture in the Middle Ages and indicated one's personal penitence and humility,

.a Uzuk.wu, Wonhip m B~ Languap, 22.
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more so than standing. Uzukwu states, "Whmt kneeling userted its dominance, standing became
identified with lukewarmness.,.. So, instead of praying in an open (orans/orante) position, now a

closed (kneeling "with the gesture of folded hmds resting at the breast"-) position became the
more common practice. Today, though kneeling is not often practiced, it remains a faithful
biblical posture. It reminds us that on the Last Day we will certainly bow before our Savior,
Jesus Christ. Bowing before God in wonibip reflects our esc:batological expectation of the one
who hu come to us and is coming again (Phil. 2:9-10). '°
Prayer Postures
Prayer is not just thjnlcing or speaking words. It is commonly accompanied by a bodily

representation ofthat prayer. 51 In quoting the Apostle Paul from his letter to Timothy, Ambrose
says, "/ would that men, that is, those who cm observe the precept, should pray in every place,

lifting u.p pure hands. What is meant by lifting u.p pure hands? Ougbtest thou in thy prayer to
show forth the cross of the Lord to all and sundry?'"2 The orans/orante posture is an ancient
prayer posture where one is standing and "the hmds are raised and held apart.,,,, Uzukwu reflects

the origin ofthe ormte posture:
This is the oldest and most persistent Christian gesture at prayer. It is an attitude
inherited :from the Greeks and Romans who normally prayed standing with arms
lifted up and the palms facing heaven. It is a gesture representing piety; according to
Clement of Alexandria, it symbolizes the motion ofthe soul toward the spmtual
• Uzuk.wu, Wonhip 118 Body Languap, 21. Uzukwu is summ~ the wmk of 1.-C. Schmitt, LaRimon
du Gata dam l'OcciantM,dilval (Paris: Gallimerd, 1990), 299--300, 303-14.
• Uzuk.wu, Wonhip 118 Body Languap, 22.
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realm.. . . Tertullian testifies to its prednminam:e in SIDlday wonmip and the paschal
season. The posture, according to him, reflects the resurrection of Christ :from the
tomb on Easter day....
. . . The anns were also extended in the form of a era&& to portray both the
imitation and confession ofthe Christ. For Tertullim, the cruciform. pattern is
reflected in the prayer of Moses (Exod 17:11), in the sculpture of the human
structure, md in the motion of flying birds.'"4
Th.is prolific posture beautifully reflects an array of messages. Through it, we see the figure of
Jesus' crucifixion and his resurrection, his complete work on our behalf. In his likeness, we are
able to now come to our Father in prayer and, standing in his presence, freely request his mercy
mdgrace.
In writing about this posture md its commendation by Paul to Timothy, Theodor Filthaut is

amazed that it has been so neglected in Christian piety, since it is a perfect picture ofthe reality
of prayer." With hands open md lifted•, or even open but kept in front ofthe body, we confess
that in prayer we have nothing to bring to God. We are acknowledging His goodness and with
open hands awaiting the gifts and blessings He graciously gives.

The hands clasped in prayer is the prayer posture that is commonly used in American
Christian churches today and expresses "earnestness, concentration, md freedom :from secular

things."" It is both a posture of supplication, md an act of submission to and adoration ofthe
creator of all things.,.

A common element ofprayer is closing one's eyes. Th.is action could have a connection to

54 Uzukwu, Worship as Body Languag,, 20-21. See Clement of A1mcandria, '11M Stromata, or Miscellllniu,
7.7.43.6-7; Tmtullian, OnPrrzyt1r, 23, 29.
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the tax collector in l.ub 18 who would not even raise his eyes as be prayed to God. It could also
simply be an act.ion of focus, meditating on the words ofthe prayer that is either being offered on
behalf ofthe congregation, or the silent prayer that one offers during the time of Confession in

the Divine Service.

The Dlv.lne Service
As argued above, there is significant reason for one to incorporate bodily posture and

gesture into worship within the Divine Service. The gestures and postures associated with
different elements below are not meant to be prescriptive, but simply descriptive, allowing a
community a wide variety of options in determining bow they could best introduce or employ
them in their own worship setting.

The Invocation
As an entry into worship, we recognize the God whose name in which we are gathered by

saying. "In the name ofthe Father, and ofthe Son, and ofthe Holy Spirit. Am.en." This name
was placed upon us in our baptism, and it is His name that is continually attached to ours, and in
this reality we abide in Him (John 15:1--8.) Our identity is as baptized children of God, and our
worship is only acceptable and possible because of the meritorious death and resurrection of
Jesus Christ. Through Jesus, we are redeemed and able to enter into the presence of God.
Because the sign ofthe cross is indicative of that baptismal identity, the assembly is welcome to
mala: the sign ofthe cross in connection with the Invocation.

Confession and Absolution
Edgar Brown says, '"The act of kneeling suggests humility, and where ought we to be more
bumble than when we confess our sins before God? Some say that to kneel will not mala: even
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the proudest man my more bumble, so why kneel? Still the thought that I get down on my knees
indicates to me, ifto no one else, that I must bumble myself before God.... I kneel in the
presence of God md beseech his forgiveness.'" In m act of Confession, our attitude is one of
lowliness, seeking mercy from God. It may be fitting for a congregation with kneelers to kneel
during the corporate Confession through the Absolution.., However, this is not an option for
many congregations, and therefore standing would also be a very fitting commmial. gesture as we
respect our Father in whose presence we confess our sins.
Another posture that exists inside of Confession and Absolution is the posture of silence. It
is unique to sit in a room full of people who are sitting together in complete silence. Between our

time of corporate Confession and our reception of the Absolution is an opportunity for the
congregation to confess in prayer to God. This becomes both m individualistic and commmial.
act since it tabs the whole gathering to be united for the silence to tab place. Moreover, this is

more thm just the absence of sound; it is the opportunity for a ''moment of awe, of being
overwhelmed by trmscendence....,_ Maschke notes that "a time for silent reflection [is] a nearly
lost art in Christian corporate wonbip. Especially among North Americans, silence is rare.,.
The opportunity for silence is also m aspect of the Divine Service that is counter-cultural.
Silence lib this, when one is not used to it, cm feel rather long. However, it may become a
welcome part of a congregation's practice of Confession if practiced over time.

,, Brown, Living ,,,. Litwgy, 25.

., Kneeling far th!, Catlesai.on is th!, prescribed posture in the Communion Servx:e written by William Loehi:.
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After confessing one's sins, m individual could either bow her bead in receiving

Absolution, possibly indicating an attitude ofthankfulness, or lift her bead and eyes to focus on
the pastor as be stmds in the place of Christ to speak. the forgiveness that Jesus gives. Brown
says that after Confession md receiving God's forgiveness through Christ, "I cm lift my bead

agam,'., acknowledging the new stmding one bas in being forgiven by her King. This does not
need to be a communal. posture, since either posture can have significant meaning for the
individual. It would also be appropriate for a worshiper to vary this posture from week to week,
depending bow the reality of God's forgiveness affects them in that service. Then, as the pastor
prono1D1ces the Absolution over the congregation, "In the name ofthe Father md ofthe Son md
ofthe Holy Spirit," it would again be appropriate to make the sign of the cross, reminding
oneself, "Jesus Christ bas brought me forgiveness by His death and resurrection/or me." As this
gesture is made by many in the community, we acknowledge that Jesus is indeed crucified for all
ofus, and for the sins of the world.
An additional liturgical option is for the confessional service to take place at the en1rance

ofthe church. Ifthis is the case, the congregation would face the back ofthe church until the
procession brings their eyes forward to the cbmcel114 If with the procession there is a
processional cross, the individual may elect to bow the bead or bow at the waist as the cross
passes by them out ofremembrance of md reverence for Jesus' sacrifice.
The Introit of the Day
It bas been a regular custom in the cbun:b. that if the congregation kneh for Confession,

13

Brown, Living tM Litwgy, 27.

114 Maschke, GatJ..rwdGw.rt.Y,

137.
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they would then stand for the next portion of the service." We have been forgiven by JesUB
Himselfthough His Absolution, and now we continue to worship in His presence, confident of
our justification and sanctification in His name. The Introit now speaks a Psalm verse
appropriate for the day, which ccm.cludes with the words, ''Glory be to the Father, and to the Son,
and to the Holy Spirit." Reed records that "In old Lutheran circles the custom has been

maintained to the present time of bowing the head in 'due and lowly reverence' at the Gloria
Patri and at the name of JesUB throughout the service."• While often practiced individually, a
ccm.gregation may collectively develop a pattern of bowing in one ofthe forms descnbed by
Fortescue and O'Ccm.nell above. Whatever form it tabs, it speaks ofthe respect shown to God's
name, which is holy. While there is no Biblical mandate that we bow at every utterance of God's
name, it is fitting for worship 88 we seek to hem.or Him and keep His second commandment 88
we gather in His presence and in His name.
Kyrie Eleison
The Kyrie acts 88 a request for God to mercifully give His people His grace and peace.,n It
is a time of prayer and therefore a prayer posture, such 88 the orans positicm. with hands held out
in front or to the side of one's body, would be appropriately UBed by the congregaticm. here. It
would also be fitting. due to the plural pronoUDB in the prayer, for the congregation to join hands
88 they pray ''in peace," since we

are praying for one another and, in cm.e voice, for the world.

The decisicm. ofwhen to break hands could be taught or it could simply develop natmally, since a
group would likely not desire to sing the hymn of praise in the same posture.

"Pu,pJmm, Conduct ofthe s,mce, 10.
• Recd, Lutlwran I.itJugy, 252.
,n Jlllt, H,awn on Earth, 189--90.
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Hymn of Praise: Gloria in Excelsis or This Is the Feast
This hymn of praise is an opportunity for the congregation to rejoice as they worship in the
presence oftheir savior. Both the Gloria and This is the Feast are joyful in nature. Therefore,
singing, swaying, dancing, smiling, and lifting up hands in the orans posture could each be used
in various contexts. These simple actB aid in forming a positive response to the text and create
further engagement with the beauty of God's Word sung in these songs.

Glorla In Excelala
Along with the angels, we sing. ''Glory to God in the Highest" This is not a quiet somber
song since it proclaims the glory of God. As a result, our bodily singing will not be muted either.
It is also another request for God's mercy that we just asked for in the Kyrie. One could find
himselfbeating his breast, bowing.

O!'

lifting up his hands in the orans posture as he sings this

song of praise. Fortescue and O'Connell describe the actions ofthe presider, many of which can
be reflected by the congregation:
As he says the fint words, he separates the hands, extends them, elevates them to
about the heights ofthe shoulders, joins them and bows his head at the word Deo.
With.joined hands he continues the Gloria in excelaia, reading it (if necessary) from
the altar-card in the middle. He bows his head at the words adoramua te, grattaa
agimw tibi, /eau Chriate, auacipe deprecationem noatrum. At the last words, cum
Sancto Spiritll, he makes the sign of the cross on himself.•

Tim h the Feast
The other hymn ofpraise in the Divine Service, This is the Feast, sings the song of the
saints annmd God's throne in Revelation (Rev. 5:6--13; 19:5-9). In Revelation 5, those gathered
around the throne fall down before the Lamb and sing this song. One posture option for this
hymn is to bow during the singing of the verses, reflecting the posture ofthe elders around Jesus'

• Fam,acuc, and O'Connell. C•rsmoniu oftM Roman Rita, 61.
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throne. We sing acknowledging that in worship we are also in God's presence at the feast of His
victmy, anticipating our future in which all of God's people will be gathered aro1D1d His throne

to worship Him. Another appropriate posture would be the orans position. With hands raised, we
join with those around the throne, acknowledging the majesty of Jesus with shouts of"Alleluia."
The Salutation and Collect ofthe Day
The Salutation is an ancient greeting that has Biblical origins. • This call and respODBe
reflects our communal reality in the presence of God. The ancient movement that is associated
with the salutation is that ''the presiding minister 'may extend his hands in greeting.' This gesture
is achieved by extending one's arms forward slightly, a little more than shoulder' width apart,

with palms facing upward," as he says, "The Lord be with you. '"lll Nicholas Gihr explains, 'The

extending of the hands expresses the ardent longing and the earnest desire ofthe priest that the
bleBBing he invokes may be bestowed."71 As the presider performs this gesture, he shows that his
words are to be received by the entire 88Bem.bly. The congregation is welcome to reflect the
gesture by opening up their folded hands in front ofthem and then returning them together. This
gesture em.bodies both the reception of blessing and the return ofthe blessing to the presider.
In between the Salutation and the Collect of the Day is another opportunity for silence.

Whether the silence is brief or extended, it allows one to pray silently for a moment before the
presider offers a prayer for God's people. It cm also act as a time ofpreparation as the

• Jaieph Jungmmm describes its bacqround "Both the gre~ and the reply are ancicmt, their origins hid in
pre-Christian times. In the Book of Ruth (2:4) Boaz greets his reapen with DOlllimu Vobi&culn. The Salulat:icm was
thus part of evmyday life. It is met with several times in Holy Scripture (Lub 1:28, cf. JIJdaes 6:12, 2 Cltranich,s
15:2, 2 Thaiaalonians 3:16). The reply ofthe rmpcn to Boaz's greeting was: a-dicat tibi Domimu. [May the Lord
bless you]." JaiephA Jungme.nn, TM Mass oftM Roman Rim: Its Origins fllldJ>.wlopmmt (Missarvm So1larnia),
tnms. FnmcisA Brunna-(New York: Benziger, 1951), 1:363.
,a Commissicm cm Worship,

LIIIMran S•rvict1 Book: A.ltarBook, x.

71 Nicholas Gihr,

TM Holy Sacrijictl o/lM Mass: Dogmatically. litwgically fllldA.u/Mtically &plaimd (St.
Louis: B. Hemler, 1903), 411, referenced in Reed, LutM,rm Libugy, 263.
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congregation readies itselfto pray together and come before God's throne with the petitions in
the Collect ofthe Day.
The Collect of the Day acts as the prayer ofthe community reflecting the theme ofthe
appointed readings. Folded bands in prayer could help to focus one on that theme. The onms
prayer posture could also be used to show a desire to receive :from God in this Divine Service
what he promises to give.
The First Reading. the Gradual, and the Second Reading
After many elemeotB of congregational speech in the Divine Service, Reed says, "We now

pause in reverent silence while God speaks. The thought that nothing that we say or do can
compare in importance with His Word invests the reading ofthe liturgical Lessons with special
solemnity and dignity. ''72 Commonly in the Divine Service, the congregation is seated for these
elemeotB. Sitting can display an action of resting in the words of God that he speaks at this
moment ofthe service.1.1
The Gradual can give the congregation an opportunity to sing. a very bodily gesture, in
response to the word and theme ofthe day. If a choir or cantor sings the Gradual, the
congregation can have an opportunity to simply listen and reflect on the Gradual that is sung
according to the season of the church year.
The Alleluia and Verse and The Holy Gospel
As we sing the Alleluia (Praise the l..oRD), we do so in expectation of hearing :from our

72 RIied, LulMranlibugy,

273.

1.1 Ericban also mcmtims 1he act of lay rmdmg at 1his moment of the lllrVice, which is BDDtbm- option forper1icipetian. "Public reading of God's word by nmardained parsons is an ancicmt 1racliti.an. The use of lay readers
indeed cmharu:es liturgical participation. Moreover, the practice deepens the of common 111:wmdship for God's
word." Ericban, Parlicipaling in Wonhip, 136.
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Savior Himself in the words of the Holy Gospel. We may again sing this whilfl smmng, 1waying,
dancing, raising hands in the orans posture, and loudly proclaiming our Alleluia. Our ritual
actions then reflect our joy in hearing from Him who gives us words of eternal life (John 6:68.)
Therefore in the Alleluia, ''Our ceremony, our rising to stand in silence, our voices lifted in
song, are the actions we perform at this point in our worship to indicate our feelings. 'Hush, this
is important. It is the voice of God. '"74 We stand for the reading of the Gospe], a practice that

comes from the earliest public readings of Matthew, Made, Lub, and John." In these readings
we hear the words and works of Jesus, the Word made flesh (John 1: 14,) therefore more ritual
action is afforded this reading each week. Our standing can be reverent, jubilant, and expectant,
knowing that what we hear will be spoken so that we may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the
Son of God, and that by believing we may have life in His name (John 20:31.)
A gesture that has been commonly associated with the reading ofthe Gospel is making a
triple sign ofthe cross upon one's forehead, lips, and breast, often tracing these crosses with the
thumb. The presider may make the gesture while proclaiming the Gospel reading's reference.
Then, the people, while responding ''Glory to you, Lord," may also make the same sign
themselves. The meaning ofthe gesture is straightforward: We want the gospel to be in our
minds, on our lips and in our hearts. We want it to inform everything we think, say, or do.
The Sermon
If the pastor uses the ancient tradition of beginning and ending the sermon with, "In the

name ofthe Father, and ofthe Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen," this is another opportunity for

74 Brown, Living t1M Liturgy, 63. Ra,d states that the "Special honor was accorded the liturgical Gospel es
revealing the diviru, natun, of our Lord es the living Word ever present in the wriUm Word. RIied, LutMran Lit,ugy,
281.

"The Commission cm Worship of The Luthmm Omrch---Missour Synod, LutMran Worship: Hi&tory and
Pl'rJCliu, ed. Fred L. Precht (St Louis: Concordia, 1993). 413.
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the congregation to mab the sign of the cross. It is a reminder that the entirety of the sermon is
focused on what God has done for His people through their Savior, Jesus. One listens in His
name, hearing His Word, which proclaims the gifts of His cross for her.
While listening to the sermon in the ancient church, ''The congregation would participate

and react more than we do, e.g., beating breasts when they heard the Law and crying out with joy
when they heard the Gospel,.,. Depending on the congregation, these could become embodied
responses to hearing God's Word. A congregation may engage the preacher as he preaches,
responding with phrases of acclamation (e.g. "Amen," "Praise the Lord," and "Halleluiah'') as
part of a physical and verbal reception ofthat Word. However, this is not always culturally
acceptable or appropriate, and verbal responses to the sermon might dis1ract from the
proclamation of the sermon or conflict with desire for silent reflection on the proclamation.
Therefore, the sermon may also present an occasion in the Divine Service where there is no
movement. 1bus, refraining from movement during the sermon is similar to a meaningful
conversation. While either stauding77 or sitting for the sermon, the assembly is given an
opportunity to rest in the Word of God proclaimed for them (Matt. 11 :28.)

The Nicene Creed
The Nicene Creed is a portion ofthe Divine Service that is 1raditiooally associated with
both posture and gesture. Reed states, ''The people stand in reciting the Creed in token of
readiness to profess and of resolution to defend the Christian faith.'"' Standing. and ready to
confess the Creed, the congregation may wish to follow along with the same gestures that

,. Just, H,_ on Earth, 204.
77 Before pews wen, inlroduced into chun:h,s, and even in many Orthocbt chun:h,s whme thm-e are no pews,
the cxmgrqpdicn n:gularly lllands for the aamon.

"'RIied, Llllh,,an Iibugy, 287.
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Charles McClem records for the presider:
As [be] sa}'II, "I believe in one God," he may as at the beginning ofthe gloria in
excelsis, open his hands md immediately rejoin them, bowing his head as he does.
He may, as always, bow his head at the holy name of Jesus. He may bow from the
waist at the worlds, "And was incarnate" and remain bowed through the words, ''was
crucified also for us." He stmds erect again before the words, ''under Pontius Pilate"
are said ... The celebrant may bow his head at the words, "worshiped md glorified"
At the words, "and the life of the world to come," the celebrant may sign himselfwith
the cross.19

All these opportunities to perform a bow at God's name are in response to His great wmk. on our
behalf. The longer bow made in the second article of the Creed shows that we recognize the great
mercy God shows to us in the incarnation of Jesus, who lowered and bum.bled himself to stand in
our place. The note made by McClem, md the tradition ofthe church, to stand erect before the
words "under Pontius Pilate" is due to the mock kneeling md bowing that the Roman soldiers
made before Jesus' crucifixion. However, if this is not a stumbling block to the bowing posture,

a community may decide to bow through the words, "and was buried," the words that end the
section of Jesus' bumi]iation. We then raise our heads again as joyful embodiment of His
exaltation that He shows in his defeat of sin, death, and the power ofthe devil. Finally, a bow
during ''worship md glorified" shows reverence for and belief in the deity of the Holy Spirit.
The congregation's orientation might also be considered during the Creed Reed notes that
the Creed has traditionally been spoken ''facing the altar (presumably in the East) .... The usual
explmation is that Paradise is in the East S1. Basil says, 'We are seeking our mcient coun1ry.'
The custom also is a reminder of Baptism and ofthe early-Church requirements that all
cmdidates for Baptism, when making their profession offaitb, should face the East from whence
the Sm,, of Righteousness appean.•• The Creed spoken facing the altar is certainly a traditional

19

Cl1arlcs M.cClcan, cd, Condllct oflM s,rncu (Fat Wayne, IN: Rodccmcr, 2006). 41.

m 1u,cc1, Llllh,,an Iibugy, 287, quoll,s Basil, On 1M Holy Spirit, 67.
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posture, but it may also be appropriate for members ofthe assembly to face one another to recite
the Creed This posture reflects commonality in faith and embodies the reality that we all hold
this belief in unity, not individually, but corporately.

Finally, at the end ofthe Creed, one may wish to mab the sign of the cross at the words,
'"The resurrection ofthe dead." McClean notes, "It is said that the sign ofthe cross is made at
this point since it is only through the death of Christ and his subsequent resurrection that we have

the hope ofthe resurrection. A bodily gesture at this point signifies that our bodies share in the
full redemption accomplished for us by Christ.,.,_ We believe in Christ and are redeemed by him,

body-and-soul. Our faith and hope hinges on the resurrection of Jesus, which foreshadows our
resurrection to life everlasting.
The Prayer ofthe Church
The prayer ofthe church is a portion ofthe service where the congregation focuses outside
ofthemselves. Reed notes that the reformation period restored the Prayer of the Church to the
liturgical rite. "Here we have not only full recognition ofthe 'priesthood of believers,' but an
expression ofthe church's concern for the world we live in, for the church univenal, for all its
institutions and operatiODB, and for hmnan society in all its reaches.•,a Therefore, many prayer
postures could be appropriately used during this time of prayer. Hands folded can embody a
group's deep plea for God to gram the petitions prayed. The orans position offers a posture of
hmnble reception of all that God has to offer to us and otben for which we pray. A congregation
holding hands in prayer shows their unity in this prayer for one another and for the world.

a McC1can, Conduct eflM S,rvices, 41.

a Lulm' D. Raid, Wornp: A Sbuly afCorporat. Dnotion (Philadelphia: Muh1cmbmg, 1959). !Y7..JJ9.
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TheOfferingmdtheOffcrtory
After receiving God's Word proclaimed, the oongregation is given the opportunity to show

their sacrifice of thanksgiving through the offering. More than just an opportunity for the church
and her wmken to be sustained, the offering is an embodied action of the congregation's desire

to return to the Lord what He has so generously given to them. The offering is an external way
that we demonstrate our faith and trust in the Lord working through these gifts. 11

Following the Offering, the oongregation joins in singing the Offertory, and ''Together with
the offerings, the vCBBCls containing bread (pyx or ciborium.) md wine (cruet or flagon) may be
brought by representatives ofthe congregation and placed on the altar to be made ready for the
consecration md Communion.•~ It has also been common for individuals to bring up gifts for
the poor and to support the work ofthe pastor and the church."' Any of these aciiODB at this point
ofthe service would be quite appropriate as we graciously return gifts to God who has first given
them to us, so that they would be further used in service to His kingdom.
The Preface and Proper Preface
The preparation of the congregation to receive the sacrament of the altar begins with the
Preface, which is identical to the Salutation mentioned above, md may prompt the same openhmded greeting. Fortescue and O'Connell record an additional description ofthe aciiODB

associated with the presider's leading and speaking ofthe rest of the Preface: ''Then he raises his
hmds to the height ofthe shoulders or breast ... So he says Sursum corda. He joins his hands as

11 Rocd, LMt1wran I.itJllgy,
14

294.

Commission an Worship, History andPractu:., 418. Sec also Maschke, GalMrwdGwm, 160.

"' Rocd, Wonhip, 95--96.
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he says Gratias agamus; as he says Deo nostro he looks up to the cross, then bows his head.••
The coogregation might similarly use these movements. "When the minister sings 'Lift up your
hearts,' the hands each describe a graceful circle. ''17 The congregation, by similarly lifting up
their hands as a they say, ''we lift them up unto the Lord," show their full embodied intention to
do just what they say; they lift their bands as though receiving gifts :from the One who gives all

good gifts (James 1:17). As Fortescue and O'Connell commend, bowing maybe a suitable
movement for the attitude of thanksgiving as the assembly says, "It is right to give Him thanks
and praise." They could also flatly place their palms against one another in this response, which
is also a common cultural gesture ofthanksgiving.
What follows these responses is the Proper Preface. Philip H. Pfatteicher and Carlos R.
Messerli record, "Beginning with the Preface and throughout the Great Thanksgiving, the
biblical gesture of praying with bands uplifted and outstretched-which Christianity continued

:from Judaism-is appropriate because it gives visual expression to the import of the words.• It
would similarly be appropriate for the ll!lllembly to lift up their hands to God as they, listening to
the presider, pray this prayer.
TheSanctus
The singing ofthe Sanctus flows straight from the Proper Preface. This song tint recalls
Isaiah's vision as be is caught up to the throne of God in the presence of His majesty. (Isaiah 61"
Maschke laments that some movement that was common with the Sanctus is not so common

• Fartelcue and O'Connell, c,r,mon;u oftM Roman Rim, 66.
r, Philip H. Pfattcichcr and Carlos R. Mcacrli, Mamml on th, LitJll'gy: Luthmrn Book ofWorship
(Minru,apolis: Aupbulg, 1979), 235.

• Pfatu,ichcr and Mcacrli, Mamml en tM Libugy, 235.
• Pfatu,ichcr and Mcacrli, Mamml en tM Libugy, 235.
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anymore. He says, "A Lutheran 1radition that bas been lost in most congregations is to bow
during the singing of the Sanctus and to make the sign of the cross at the Benedictus.1111 These two

actions provide a physical response to the awesome awareneBB of God's graciousness in
Christ.""' The bow during the Sanctus reflects our awe of God, joining in the action of the angels

singing this song mo1D1d God's throne. Just suggests that we bow also because ofthe "bodily
presence of Christ crucified and risen, present for us, for the forgiveness of om sins, for our
salvation. ' 192 According to Just, the sign of the cross is made during the Benedictus "to
acknowledge that we are baptized, that this same crucified and risen Christ dwells in us bodily
by Baptism and faith, and that only because He is holy and gives that holiness to us bodily are
we now called holy.•• Both of these movementB reflect the beliefthat Jesus is 1rulypresent with
us in this meal, and we are bumble and ready to receive what He so graciously gives to us.
The Prayer of Thanksgiving and The Lord's Prayer

Now, either standing or kneeling after singing the song of the angels mound God's throne,
each congregation will choose a common prayer posture that reflects their desire to take and eat
the Eucharist as they pray The Prayer of Thanksgiving. If they are standing. they may wllllt to
use the orans position, to embody that we have nothing to offer God as they come to His table,
and they eagerly expect to receive His grace and mercy in the body and blood of Jesus. This time

1111 Maschb is hme refmring to 1he Sanctua as the IIICtim, "Holy, holy, holy Lord God of pow'r and might:
Heaven and ear1h an, fully of Your glmy." The Bcncdictus then follows with the words, "H0118D1111, H01811111l.
HOIIIBDI in the highest. Bleucd is He who comes in the name of the Lord H0118111B in the highest" The sign of the
Cl'OIII he n,fcrcnccs
91
Maschke, GatMrwd Gwm, 167. Concerning the Bcncdic:tus, Maschb says, "The people of JCIUElcm sang
theac messianic vcncs as Jesus cmtan:d Jcrusalmn on Palm Sunday. Tharcsc words of Jesus' firllt-ccttury disciples
and followers an, also our hymns of praise as Jesus comes to us in the mystery and marvel ofthe Sacrament ofthe
Altar. The sign of the crou may again be made at Ibis time." Maschb, GatMrwdGw.m, 166.

m Just,H1aH11 onEa,th, 218.
111 Just,H1aH11

onEa,th, 218.
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of prayer is also mmther opportunity for the congregation to bold bands, recognizing that they all
come together in need and desire for the body and blood of Jesus for their forgiveness and life.
After the Prayer of Thanksgiving the congregation will keep the same prayer posture that they

have bad to pray the Lord's Prayer together.

The Words of Our Lord
It is common to keep one's bead lifted as the pastor speaks the words of Jesus. Theo, as the
pastor speaks the words, "Take and eat, this is my body given for you, do this in remembrance of
me," and "Drink ofit all ofyou, this is the blood of the covenant shed for you for the forgiveness
of sins. Do this in remembrance of me." As these words are spoken congregation may either
wish to bow in reverence of Jesus presence in, with, and under the bread and wine or keep their
eyes focused on the pastor and His proclamation of Jesus' words. Additionally, as the pastor
makes the sign ofthe cross over the elemen1B, one may likewise make the sign of the cross
simply on bis forehead or a full sign of the cross on himself. This action inscnbes the beliefthat
the very same Jesus that was crucified is also here and is here ''for me."

The Pax Domini
The presider states the proclamation ofpeace, "The peace ofthe Lord be with you always,"
to which the congregation responds, "Amen." This Amen is again joyful in nature because this is
a peace that we can only receive from God. Here we receive 1rue peace in Jesus' body and blood
for our forgiveness and life. We may smile as we say Amen because this peace is simply beyond
our 1D1derstanding.
The Pax Domini may be followed by the Kiss of Peace. 114 The KiBB of Peace 'is a liturgical

114

Anodlm' practice is to place the sbuing ofthe peace earlier in 1he aervice fol.lowing the prayers. The
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gesture which expressed agape in a visible manner, the reciprocal love ofthe faithful, the peace
ofthe lord which He gives us and which we share with the brothers.""' his a sign of the
''indwelling of Christ in the church" within our brothers and sisters, and "the wannth of human
touch helps to dissolve divisions and to unite the body of Christ•• This common New
Testament gesture of unity and fellowship (Rom. 16:16; 1 Cor. 16:20; 2 Cor. 13:12; 1 Then.
5 :26; 1 Pet. 5: 14) was practiced umil the thirteenth century."' Cyril of Jerusalem gives a beautiful
attestation to its inclusion in the New Testament church:
The deacon calls out: 'Greet one another, let us kiss one another.' Don't tab this kiss
to be lib the kiss friends exchange when they meet in the market-place. This is
something different; this kiss expresses a union of souls and is a plea for complete
reconciliation. The kiss then is a sign that our souls are united and all grudges
banished This is what our Lord meant when he said: 'If you are offering your gift on
the altar and remember there that your brother has a complaint against you, leave
your gift on the altar and go tint and be reconciled with your brother and then come
and offer your gift' (Mt. 5:23-4). Thus the kiBB is reconciliation, and so is holy, as
blessed Paul implied when he proclaimed: ''Greet one another with a holy kiss'; and
Peter: 'Greet one another with the kiss of charity.••
Likewise, Senn writes about the significance ofthe Kiss of Peace in the context ofthe Lord's
Supper:

LIIIMran &mes Book: AltarBook rubric 111J88Cllls, "Followq the prayaw, the people may greet one IIIIOtlm in 1he
name ofthe Lard, sying. 'Peace be wi1h you,' es a sign ofrecanciliation and ofthe unity of !he Spirit in 1he bond of
peace (Matt. 5:22-24; Bph. 4:1-3.r Commission on Wmnip, I.MtJ.ran S•~ Book: Altar Book, 142. Bi1hmplacement of this gesture is appropriate and can communicate 1he purpose behind it, which is the exprelllion of unity
within the ccmgregat:icm.
"P. Christophe. L. Marino, tmns., La B•U.zm tin Gali al CriniQIIO (Bole: Qiqajon, 2009), 33 quoted in
CJJristophm MJ. Zielinski, "Litmgy, Ritual and Contmiparmy Man -Anthropological and Psycholcgical
ConMcti.ons in TIM Sacrwd Liturgy: Soun:. fllld Summit aftM I.q. fllldMwion aftM Church: TM Procudings a/
tM Int.motional Co,prsr,cs on tM Sacnd lit,ugy Sacra litllrgia 2013, (ed. Alcuin Reid; San Francisco: Ignatius

Pr-. 2014), 241.
1111 Bricbon, Participating in

Wonhip, 169.

"' Reed, I.MtJ.ran libugy, 343--44.

• Cyril of Jerusalem, "Mystagogic Catechasis 5" in Cyril ofJ•nlllal.m, tmns. Edward Yamold, ed Carol
Hsrruan; (New Yark: Routledge, 2000), 182--83. In his 1ranslation, Yamold Bllo notes, "Theodore ofMopsuelll:ia
similarly insllucts the communican!s to apply the body of Omst to thair eyes and Bllo ID kiss it (Bapt. Hom. 5 (6,16)
28; Yamold,A.w-ln.rpiringRitu, p.242)."
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The church's ooeness is both expressed in the liturgy and formed by the liturgy itself.
The Eucharistic meal is the sacrament of unity, the expression ofthe church's
fellowship. No one can participate in the Lord's Supper who is not one in faith and
love with the other communicants. This is why the greeting or kiss of peace has been
shared before the communion (actually before the offertory in the East.em rites and in
many of the revised non-Roman Catholic Western rites). The peace is not just an
interpersonal gesture of good will; it is an act of reconciliation among the faithful. It
is a ritual act which transforms strangers into brothers and sisters.•
As Christians gather around the altar to receive this most precious gift, it is godly that they do so

in unity and peace with one another with a spirit of forgiveness that comes only from Jesus. (1
Cor. 11 ).1111 Since kissing one another is not a standard American cultural practice, a handshala,

or a hug can be equally significant to share the peace with one another. As with the Kiss of
Peace, it is more than just a greeting. his a profo1md statement of concord among all gathered in
the congregation. Maschke observes, ''Some feel the appearance of chaos that can result as
people reach across pews or walk down the aisles disrupts the solemn flow ofthe liturgical rite.
However, in 1 Corinthians 11, Paul expresses the need for communal forgiveness and
reconciliation.... The sharing ofthe peace is an opportunity for worshipers to be reconciled and
to express the great love they have for one another.''1111 Because of the wonderful testimony of
this action, if one is seeking to include more gesture in the divine service, the sharing of peace

may be a worthy movement to introduce.
The Agnus Dei

The final element in the divine service before receiving Holy Communion is the singing of
the Agnus Dei. This song reflects the same attitude as the Kyrie above, and therefore may

• 8mm, Nff Cnlation, 47.
1111

Pfattcichcr and Maiaerli, MfJlllllll c:.i 1M Libugy, 227.

101 Maschke,
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employ a similar gesture. Arthur Piepkorn records, ''During the singing of the Agnus Dei by the
congregation, the celebrant ... strikes himself on the breast with the tips of the last three fingers
of his right hand at the final word of each ofthe three petitions.''lm The assembly could similarly
do the priest's action of striking the breast. Romano Guardini says that this action ''is to beat

against the gates of our inner world in order to shatter them.''1111 It is another sign of our attitude

of repentance and our desire to be renewed by The Lamb of God. During this sacrificial element,
''The congregation should give its undivided attention and endeavor to realize its deeply
devotional spirit.''lDI It could be helpful for one to close his eyes during the singing ofthe Agnus

Dei to focus on the profound prayer that is being sung.
The Distribution
As the congregation is welcomed forward to receive the Lord's Supper, many individuals

wonder what to do as they approach the altar. It may be beneficial for one to take a posture that
is m1.comm.on to his evmyday life, since something unique and 1ranscendeot is happening here at

the Lord's Table. One could hold his hands in front of himself with his palms pressed against one
another, or simply clasp his hands in readiness to open them 1111d receive the body of Christ
Theo, when communicants approach the altar, Piepkorn notes the comm.on practice of bowing:
"In many parishes it is customary for the communicant to bow moderately before kneeling to

receive the host and to bow moderately again after having been dismissed or after having
received the cup."-This bow acknowledges the presence of Christ in this meal 1111d allows the
individual to show his humility and appreciation to Christ

ua Pieplmm, CondJJctoftM S•Tllic., 28.

un Romano Guardini, Sat:rsd Signs (St Louis: Pio Decimo, 1956). 30.
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Writing to newly catechized Christians, Cyril of Jerusalem. impresses the importance of
certain bodily gestures when approaching the Eucharist.
So when you approach do not come with your wrists extended or your fingers parted
Make your left hand a throne for your right, which is about to receive the King. and
receive Christ's body in the hollow of your hand, replying 'Am.en'. Before you
consume it, carefully bleBB your eyes with the touch of the holy body, watching not to
lose any part ofi1; for ifyou do lose any of it, it is as ifit were part of your own body
that is being lost Tell me, ifsomeone gave you some golden filings, wouldn't you
keep them safe and take care not to incur a loss through mislaying any of them? So
shouldn't you take much greater care not to drop any crumbs of what is more
precious than gold or gems?
Then after receiving Christ's body, approach the cup of his blood. Do not stretch out
your hands; bow down, say 'Am.en' as a form of worship or adoration, and sanctify
yourself by partaking of Christ's blood While your lips are still moist, touch them
lightly with your hands and bless your eyes, your forehead and your other senses.
Then as you wait for the prayer, thank God for admitting you to these great
mysteries. 1111
This magnificent imagery that Cyril describes shows the thought that went into early Christians'
posture and gesture in worship.

During the reception ofthe Sacrament, it is important to remember, as Reed comments,
''The Lutheran Church prescribes no particular posture. Either kneeling or standing is proper, but
not sitting. Kneeling more fittingly expresses the right spirit of the moment, born of reverence
and humility. Practical considerations sometimes favor standing. Luther approved kneeling.

though he refers to standing.''107 Maschke adds to Reed by saying. ''To deepen the sense of

1111 Cyril of Jerusalem, My8tagogic Cat.ch.m 5, 186--87. R.efenmced in Bradsblw mid Johnson, Eucharimc
Libugiu, 65.

1117 ~ed, LutMran lit.lllgy, 351. Bradshaw mid Jolmson give further details on the developments of certain
ritual actions. "Whan people did receive communim, there were clBnges in the me.mm ofrecepticm, some of which
lll'Olle out of a concern about accidmltal spillsge of the sacred elements. From du, ninth century onward the lread
began to be placed on people's fDngues instead ofinlD their hinds (though whdhm- 1his was to avoid crumbs failing
to be C01111DDed, or becawie of fears 1hat the braid might be carried away for IIICI'ih,gi0111 pirpclllC, or because the
people wen, thought unworthy to touch the sacred object is not clear), 1hc prad:ice ofkncelq to receive communion
began to be introdw:edfrom the elevemb. century onward (1his certainly for reasons ofrevm:ru:e). mid by the
thirteen1h century in 101De places acolyln were holding a cloth (known in English as a houseling cloth) in from; of
each communicant to catch anydiing tmt might fall from 1hcir mouths." Bradshaw and Johmcn, Eucharimc
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oneness and unity in Christ that the Sacrament provides, many congregatiODS use a continuous
method of distribution. .. . Regardless ofthe method, the pace of distribution should
communicate dignity and respect because the gathered guests are receiving the greatest gifts
from the Host- Himself."1111 Kneeling, standing, and continuous distribution are all faithful

methods of distributing the sacrament. Space and context will aid in determining which mode of
reception is practiced by a congregation.
It is also quite appropriate to ..assist the minister who delivers the chalice by raising the
head and by grasping the base of the chalice to guide the cup to the mouth. "1111 It is mJDecessary
to be completely 'hands-off' in the reception ofthe sacrament. While this is a ceremonious and
reverent act, it is also an opportunity to receive physically what Christ is giving as one touches it

with his fingers, holds it in his hand, and receives it through his lips.110 Maschb also notes,
..After receiving each element [communican1B may] make the sign of the cross either before or

after receiving the elements as a reminder of their own continuing baptismal relationship with

God. ''111 This is a simple and repeatable ritual action that declares faith in the One who is present
in this gift
After receiving the Sacrament some personal space to reflect upon and respond to the

Lord's gifts is beneficial: ..Immediately upon returning to the pew, each communicant kneels and
offers a prayer of thanksgiving and self-dedication."112 Even without kneelers, a communicant

Libugiu, 212. Tiu,y also m>11, thlt om, can find furthm- cldails in Juqpnmm, Mtu8, 2:374--82; Nathan Mitchdl, Clllt
fllld Contn,w,,sy: TM Wonhip ufth. Eucharut OumrJ. Mau (New Yark: Pueblo, 1982), 86-88.
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may sit and pray for a moment, thanking God for His gifts in the Sacrament. This is also one
more opportunity that the liturgical rite may offer for silent reflection. Hymns or special music
are common during this time of distribution and can enhance the congregation's focus on the
service, but omitting these may also give opportunity for the congregation to sit in meditative
silence. This would allow the post-communion prayer time to be even more intentional and
reflective.113
Amidst the ritual action associated with distribution and reception ofthe Sacrament, Henry
Horn reminds us, ''The action that transpires in Holy Comm.union is not our action. It is God's
action."'-14 It would be easy to get caught up in particular movements that would be done 'just so'
in order to feel like one properly receives the sacrament. Just as Christ's body and blood are His
gift to us, so are the bodies and movements with which we receive these elements. These
suggested movements are intended to draw the communiclllll deeper into the work of God in the
Sacrament.
The Dismissal

Depending on the practice of a congregation, the dismissal could happen at the rail with
each table or corporately after everyone has communed. As the pastor speaks ''Go in peace"
while making the sign ofthe cross, the congregation may also desire this gesture as a seal of
remembering that this body and blood of Jesus are peace-giving elements that have now been
consumed and go with us. Again, a smile may be a simple appropriate response as we are
dismissed to be ''strengthened body and soul to life everlasting."

w Maschk.c, GatMrsd Gwm, 176.
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The Post Communion Cmticle: The NIDl.c Dimittis and Thank the Lord
After communion, we, God's creatures, have beheld our creator who has met with UB

through His Son in Holy Communion. The NIDl.c Dimittis is a song of God's physical proximity
to His people. As the congregation sings, ''Glory be to the Father and to the Son and to the Holy

Spirit" they may wish to bow as they did during the Introit, honoring God's holy name.
Since we are lead out ''in joy," as we sing Thank the Lord, one will likely find herself
singing this song while smiling. One who has encountered the preBCDCe oftheir Savior cannot
help but give a full-bodied shout of"Alleluia" in acclamation. This BODg of proclamation also
states that we '1>ear His name" as we go from God's presence. Our embodied worship of God
does not end in the Divine Service; it goes out with UB into the world.
The Post-Communion Collect

This is one final opportunity to reflect on the gifts that God has given through this
sacrament and varioUB prayer postures could help aid in that reflection. Praying this prayer in the
Ol'llllll

position would remind one that they came to this altar with empty hands and God filled

them with His gifts. Closed hands in prayer would remind one of holding fast to what God has
given to her, that it would be a blessing to her as she leaves with Christ in her heart and Christ on
her lips. Finally, kneeling could provide for a posture of gratitude to God for His forgiveness and
grace in this sacrament.

The Benediction
Standing and kneeling are both common during the Benediction, and one common
Christian practice has been to bow the head when receiving the blCBBing.115 However, as with

115 J. H. Srawley records tmt this practice was part of tile Syrian Liturgy dating beck to the fourth c:entury. r.
H. Srawley, TM Early Hi&tory aflM Iilllrgy (London, Cambridge Univenity Press, 1957), 99.
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receiving the Absolution, one may also wish look to the pastor delivering the Benediction. In a
physical gesture of "receiving" the Benediction, one could hold her hands open in front ofher, in
a desire to tab hold of the promise of blessing God gives in these words.
As the pastor makes the sign ofthe cross over the congregation in connection with the
Benediction, this is one more opportunity for the assembly to make the sign ofthe cross on
themselves. This reminds them that everything that they have received and responded to in the
divine service has been done in the name ofthe one who has been crucified and raised for us. 111
It is only through him that we can receive blessings from Ood, and we go from the service filled
with the peace of God. Whatever the posture, the time after the Benediction allows for one more

moment of silence for the congregation to spend a couple ofmoments in prayer. 117

Condmdon

Thanks be to Ood that we have been created body-and-soul. As our incarnate Lord comes
to us and we fellowship with him, we realize this is a truly transcendent gift. In order to better
understand this dynamic and the benefits of body-and-soul worship, we are blessed to examine
the disciplines of psychology, sociology, and proprioception. From these we see that movement

111
"Dar Scgcnsformel, gc,sprochcn oder gc,sunaen, wird mit symbolilchar Bewcgung dar Hinde begleitet,
indem man wlhmld deuelben die Hinde oder wenigstens die rechte Hand emebt, am Schlu811e aber bei elem Worte
"Friede" des Kreuzeszeichm macht. Du Bmebcm. dar Hinde aber die Gcmeinde ist die biblilcbe Geberde des
Scgnens, des Kreumm:ichm aber aber die Gcmeinde am Schlusse desselbcm. "prtgt elem Symbole seinm specifiscb.
christliclum Characte:r aufund mimmthier, wie abmal1, daB a1le Gnade und aller Scgc,naus elem Verdic,nsll, des
Gekreuzigt.en flieBt." Du Zeichm des Kreuzes ist nach altm Vonichrift in diesc:r Form und Falge m machen:

1

4 2 S
3

und zwar, es mag dasselbe mit elm gamm. Hand oder mit elem Damnen und den beiden enten Finamn formirt
werden, so daB elm kh,iru, FiDp" elem zu segncmc,n GegenslBnd zunAchst zugekehrt ist." Friedrich.Lochnm-, JJ.r
Hflll/Jtgottudiemt d,r Evang,luch LIIIMl'i8cMn K'ilT:M (St Louis: Concordia, 1895). 271.
117 Senn, LIJIM,rm Libugy,
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in liturgy is DOt merely symbolic and useful but integral and formative. One benefit of the Divine
Service is the ease with which it is adapted. Leaming theory shows that the simple motiODS are
easily imitated and easily repeated. The resuhing repetition lends itself to internalization and
creates a stronger bond between the worshipper and his Lord. The Divine Service's range of
motiODS further allows the congregant to physically interact with the fellow body of believers
and with the Savior. Body theory suggests that such motiODS as kneeling. bowing. or dancing

present the values and gifts of the service in a tangible way and nurture identity in the participant

as a child of God. Proprioception shows that our bodies are uniquely the receivers and actors in
respODSe to our ritual actions. The imitated movement incorporates us into the habitus ofthe
congregation and forms an embodiment of faith.
Embodied worship finds further significance in its cultural context Again, a beautiful
aspect ofthe Divine Service is its ability to draw in the participant This effect can both
transcend and cross borders. Due to the range of suggested action, the embodiment can take on
different forms for different congregatiODS and lead to inculturation regardless of the gathered
assembly's backgro1DJ.d. For instance, the Alleluia can be embodied by either swaying and
dancing or a more reverent raising ofthe hands in the orans posture, depending on the
congregation's norms. Either is appropriate and faithful. At the same time, the Divine Service is
strong enough to stand on its own in the midst of culture. When culture clashes with liturgical
action, the transcendent essence of the rite still invites the worshipper to engage, and this can
lead to a realization of the otherworldliness ofthe event. While the American believer would not
normally bow, he can still comfortably perform this action as he approaches the Lord's table,
recognizing the lofty and miraculous nature of the gift he is about to receive.
A local congregation is the best judge of which ritual actiODS will be appropriate,
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meaningful, and faithful in the proclamation ofthe gospel. This embodied worship is the natural
response of one being served by God in the Divine Service. Our worship is enriched when we are
intentional in our movement and actively receive and respond to the gifts that God gives to us as
we hear and speak His Word. God has uniquely created us, body-and-soul, and by engaging
physically in these communal. actions, the worship of the body of Christ is enhanced The
physical embodiment of God's Word forms our further belief in God's action for His people.
By worshiping God with our whole being. we manifest what it means to be fully human.
Embodied, we recognize God's particular plan for our personhood From this, we enact the
divine and edifying movements ofthe people of God in the presence of God Through active
participation and ritual action in the Divine Service, we return glory to God. Thus, in this
embodied form of worship we are able to rest in the presence of our creator as his creatures - the
body-and-soul persons He created us to be.
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